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Abstract  
With over half of the world’s population living in urban settlements and an ongoing urbanization, cities 
today offer a unique opportunity to tackle climate change. Emissions of greenhouse gases derive from 
all products and services used, and in Sweden the average inhabitant emit 7 tons of greenhouse gases 
in carbon dioxide equivalents every year from privately acquired products and services, calculated 
from a consumption perspective. Long-term climate goals, and international climate agreements sets 
a limit of 1-2 tons. Lifestyle changes are important to achieve sustainable development, but planning 
practices today generally do not try to influence citizens’ consumption, and is presumed cannot affect 
inhabitants’ consumption of food, clothes, electronics, furniture, etc.  This thesis investigates how 
planning and the built environment can practically encourage more sustainable consumption patterns, 
and which of these practices would be suitable to implement in the current sustainability project of 
Norra Kymlinge. The study concludes that sustainable consumption patterns could be encouraged in 
Norra Kymlinge through: collaborative living, sharing infrastructure, green leases, food production, 
personal measurement, and semi self-built apartments. For future research, more quantitative studies 
on the topic are suggested.  

Key words: climate change, consumption patterns, eco-city, greenhouse gas emissions, low-carbon, 
low-impact, planning practices, sustainable consumption, urban planning.  
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Sammanfattning  
Över hälften av världens befolkning bor idag i stadsmiljöer, och med en fortsatt urbanisering utgör 
städer idag en unik möjlighet att motverka klimatförändringarna. I Sverige släpper den genomsnittliga 
invånaren årligen ut 7 ton växthusgaser i koldioxidekvivalenter från privat använda produkter och 
tjänster, beräknat från ett konsumtionsperspektiv. Långsiktiga klimatmål och internationella 
klimatavtal fastställer en gräns på 1-2 ton. Livsstilsförändringar är viktiga för att uppnå en hållbar 
utveckling, men stadsplanering idag bortser generellt från påverkan från medborgarnas konsumtion, 
och stadsplanering antas inte kunna påverka invånarnas konsumtion av mat, kläder, elektronik, 
möbler, etc. Denna studie undersöker hur planering och den byggda miljön praktiskt kan uppmuntra 
till mer hållbara konsumtionsmönster, och hur detta skulle kunna genomföras i det pågående 
hållbarhetsprojektet Norra Kymlinge. Studien drar slutsatsen att hållbara konsumtionsmönster skulle 
kunna uppmuntras i Norra Kymlinge genom: kollaborativt boende, delningsinfrastruktur, gröna 
hyresavtal, urbana odlingar, personlig mätning och semi-självbyggda lägenheter. För framtida 
forskning föreslås mer kvantitativa studier kring ämnet.  
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Nomenclature  
Below follows the description and clarification of a few important concepts for this thesis.  

• Carbon dioxide equivalents, CO2e refers to the common measurement for all greenhouse 
gases. Different greenhouse gases are multiplied by different factors which represent their 
global warming effect, and makes the comparison of different gases easier. (Naturvårdsverket 
2016e)  

• Carbon footprint is the sum of all greenhouse gas emissions and removals within a system, 
expressed in CO2e (ISO 2013).  

• Decoupling refers to the theory that economic growth (GDP) is possible without an 
unsustainable exploitation of natural resources or increased GHG emissions (Hult 2017). See 
page 12.  

• The Doughnut, see explanation on page 8 and Figure 2.  

• Eco-city, see explanation on page 1.  

• Environmentally extended input-output analysis, see explanation on page 12.  

• Greenhouse gases (GHG) are gases which trap heat in the atmosphere, including e.g. carbon 
dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), and nitrous oxide (N2O) (EPA 2017).  

• Low-impact refers to a less environmentally harmful, and more socially just, lifestyle or society 
(Hagbert 2016).  

• Planetary boundaries, see explanation on page 8 and Figure 1.  

• Strong sustainability, see explanation on page 8.  

• Tons refers in this report to metric tons, i.e. 1000kg.  
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1 Introduction  
 

1.1 Background  
 

1.1.1 Climate change and sustainable cities  

According to IPCC (2014) the human influence on the climate system is clear. The risks of severe and 
irreversible impacts for both people and ecosystems, as well as long-lasting changes in the climate 
system, increases the more human activities disrupt the climate. In order to stabilize the temperature 
increase below 2°C, relative to pre-industrial levels, urgent and fundamental separation from business 
as usual is required. The longer before action is taken, the greater technological, economic, social and 
institutional challenges will be faced, and the more it will cost. (ibid.) Lowering emissions to acceptable 
levels would cost a couple of percentages per year of the global GDP, whereas the damages could cost 
the equivalent of 15-20 percent of the global GDB in 2050 if nothing is done today to prevent the 
damages (Stern 2008).  

Cities today offer a unique opportunity to tackle climate change according to several global 
institutions such as the World Bank and UN-Habitat (Hult 2017). The built environment’s 
environmental impact is significant, and the increased wealth, lifestyle changes, as well as 
urbanization worldwide are expected to contribute to a rise in greenhouse gas emissions from 
buildings (Hagbert 2016). If the urban development continues along current trends1, the benefits of 
urbanisation such as economic gains will be reduced while the economic and social costs continue to 
increase (Floater and Rode 2014).  

Through the UN, and other globally induced political and planning processes, urban sustainability has 
been given a major role towards achieving an improved environment (Hult 2017). Since the early 
2000’s policies and practices for so-called eco-cities have been emerging all over the world (Joss et al. 
2013). Eco-cities and districts function as test beds for developing tools and processes to reduce the 
environmental impacts of urban activities (Yin 2014; Hult 2017). UNEP distinguish eco-cities from 
conventional cities as cities with “compact, mixed-used developments, low-energy transportation, 
renewable energy generation and a reduced overall ecological footprint” (Joss et al. 2013, 55). There 
is however today no overall agreement on what exactly constitutes an eco-city (ibid.). Just like the 
concept ‘sustainable development’, ‘eco-city’ allows for a wide variety in its policy and context-specific 
interpretations, which may contribute to the popularity of the concept (ibid., 55).  

Over the last few years the number of projects “concerned with sustainable residential development 
has increased both globally and in the particular context of affluent, high-consuming countries such as 
Sweden” (Hagbert 2016, 78). Two development projects with environmental profiling in Stockholm are 
Hammarby Sjöstad and Stockholm Royal Seaport (Wangel 2013). Sweden is also currently involved in 
several international projects such as Wuxi Sino-Swedish Eco-City, Sino-Sweden Caofeidian Eco-City 
project and Tangshan Bay Eco-City in China (KTH 2013; Zou&Li 2014; Yin 2014; Hult 2017), providing 
these projects with policies and technological tools for the development of sustainable cities.  

                                                           

 

 

1Current urban development trends are characterized by increasing sprawl and increasing motorisation rates, 
energy inefficient buildings, as well as insufficient urban infrastructure and services. (Floater and Rode 2014)  
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1.1.2 Sustainable lifestyles  

There has however been critique aimed towards these projects and the Swedish export of policies and 
technological tools for sustainable cities. Wangel (2013) and Hult (2017) for example, write that the 
export of technologies and sustainable cities contribute to a global lifestyle imperialism, and if all the 
world’s urban population were living in these ‘sustainable cities’ maintaining their ‘sustainable lives’ 
the environmental problems of the world would not get better but worse.  

Emissions of greenhouse gases derives from virtually all products and services used in Sweden, at least 
once during its life cycle (Naturvårdsverket 2016a). The total emission of greenhouse gases within 
Sweden amounted to approximately 37 million metric tons CO2e in 2014, but including emissions in 
other countries caused by Swedish consumption the emission amounted to 104 million metric tons 
(Naturvårdsverket 2016b). This means that the average Swede emits around 11 tons of greenhouse 
gases in CO2e every year, when all emissions from products and services used within Sweden are 
included, both acquired privately by inhabitants and publicly provided by the government and 
municipalities. Lifestyle, privately acquired products and services, make up two thirds of the average 
Swede’s emission of greenhouse gases per person and year and amounted to 7 tons of greenhouse 
gases in CO2e per person in 2014. To reach the long-term climate goals in Sweden, and international 
climate agreements such as the Paris Agreement, each person can only emit 1-2 tons of greenhouse 
gases per person and year in total. (Naturvårdsverket 2016c)  

Two important strategies to achieve sustainable development are to create technological 
breakthroughs and to call for lifestyle changes, which both support and positively reinforce each other 
(Delegationen för hållbara städer 2012). However, accelerated technology development will not be 
enough, understanding the sociocultural aspects of change is also important, and a change concerning 
planning and decision making at both policy level and in everyday life is needed (Naturvårdsverket 
2007). Urban planning is of great importance for developing sustainable consumption patterns, and 
the preconditions for sustainable consumption are in some regard strongly affected by the society’s 
infrastructure (Naturvårdsverket 2015b). Contemporary urban development is facing major challenges 
in both addressing the patterns of overconsumption which contribute to a continued strain on natural 
resources, as well as meeting housing needs concerning affordability and equal access (Hagbert 2016, 
78).  

Today most sustainable urban development plans in Sweden however in general focus on energy 
efficiency, increasing the share of renewable fuels produced, reducing the need for private car 
transport, encouraging biking, recycling waste, reusing rainwater, incorporating green areas, and 
limiting the usage of harmful substances during production (Naturvårdsverket 2015a). “Planning 
practice and planning research for sustainability have generally focused on facilitating a more eco-
friendly life for citizens in terms of their housing, modes of transport, waste flows and use of green 
space, but generally not trying to influence citizens’ consumption of other material goods” (Hult 2017, 
40). This focus can also be seen in environmental certification systems such as Miljöbyggnad, BREEAM, 
LEED and Svanen Miljöbyggnad (Sweden Green Building Council 2014; BREEAM-SE 2016; USGBC 2014; 
Nordisk Miljömärkning 2016), as well as eco-city projects around the world, for example: Sino-
Singapore Tianjin Eco-city in China (Government of Singapore 2016), Adelaide in Australia (Adelaide 
City Council 2017), and Masdar city in Abu Dhabi (Masdar 2017).  

In the current mainstream discourses within the building sector and in sustainable building research, 
socio-cultural notions of home, and practices in relation to home have often been overlooked, as well 
as the social dimension of sustainability (Hagbert 2016; Broer and Titheridge 2010). Conventional 
buildings are kept, with added on technical innovations to make them more sustainable. However, a 
belief in ‘techno-salvation’ minimize the need to modify standard practices of production and design, 
and poses as a possible barrier in bringing about behaviours that minimize a further strain on 
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resources (Hagbert 2016). Hult (2017) question who the ‘sustainable city’ is for, and claims that in 
practice these areas are usually segregated and inhabited by environmentally concerned over- or 
middle-class consumers. The belief in ‘techno-salvation’, with certain symbols signifying eco-friendly 
living which corresponds to the lifestyles of middle classes, contributes to reinforcing the perception 
of middle-class household norms as sustainable (Bradley 2009; Hagbert 2016; Hult 2017). Thus, 
lifestyles which implies ‘other’ ways of economising with resources are not supported or 
acknowledged (Bradley 2009; Hagbert 2016). The mainstream market-led development, with a 
techno-focused view on sustainability and a traditional understanding of residents’ preferences and 
household configurations have created structural lock-ins. For residents reporting an interest in living 
in less resource-intensive ways (such as living smaller, simpler, or more collaboratively), there are few 
relevant alternatives in the current housing market. To explore strategies that go beyond a reliance on 
technical solutions is therefore more and more being viewed as a necessity. (Hagbert 2016)  

There is today a gap between improving building performance, and “finding sustainable ways of living 
within the buildings” (Hagbert 2016, 22). ‘Lifestyle’ should not be viewed as an aggregate of individual 
consumer choices, but our everyday actions should instead be understood as being locked in by 
societal structures. If consumerism is seen as an outcome of everyday practices, instead of an origin of 
everyday practices, this suggests that the potential to achieve more climate neutral practices lies 
within the complexity of residents’ everyday activities, including the physical spaces of these activities. 

(ibid.) According to social practice theory (SPT) “material artefacts configure (rather than simply meet) 
what consumers and users experience as needs and desires” (Kuijer 2014, 45 cit. Shove et al. 2007, 
134). The way the built environment is designed can though this theory therefore be said to influence 
and shape our needs and desires, which in turn shape our practices. SPT also states that “there are no 
problems or consumer needs that simply exist ‘out there’ waiting to be found and met, but that 
‘needs’ can be constructed” (ibid., 45). The consumer needs that is today the root to the Swedish 
consumption patterns and lifestyles giving rise to an emission of 7 tons per person and year, have 
according to SPT been constructed. If material artefacts can shape needs and social practices, they can 
also reshape practices towards lower resource consumption according to SPT (ibid.). Could a change in 
the built environment thus reshape some of the needs and social practices of today to less resource 
consuming?  

If we are to be able to build sustainable cities that provide the foundation and possibilities for lifestyles 
which give rise to emissions of only 1-2 tons of greenhouse gases per person and year, the building 
sector today need to tackle the unsustainable lifestyle which contemporary planning is encouraging. 
History shows us that the view on preferences and housing needs have changed over time, and “home 
practices are and will most likely continue to be transformed” (Hagbert 2016, 69). Is it then perhaps 
possible that in the future a ‘good home’ will be defined by sustainable lifestyles, for which planners 
and the building sector must provide suitable built environments?  

 

1.1.3 Norra Kymlinge  

Norra Kymlinge is a 0,55km2 large green area in the northern part of Stockholm. The area is located 
just south of the city district Kista separated by the highway E18, and north of Igebäckens nature 
reserve. Today the area mostly consists of forest and is used as a recreational area in addition to 
Igebäckens nature reserve. Almost all surrounding urban areas are identified as development sites in 
Stockholms län’s comprehensive plan, and adjacent to Norra Kymlinge is a fully constructed but 
unopened metro station for the blue metro line. (Vasakronan 2017a) The land owner, Vasakronan, has 
identified Norra Kymlinge as a good location to use as an applied example in their project to develop 
knowledge for building a district “at the very forefront in urban sustainability” (Vasakronan 2017c, 7). 
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They want to make Norra Kymlinge into a district which in the future would be worthy the name “the 
world’s most sustainable city district” [author’s translation] (Vasakronan 2017a, 4).  

Pernilla Troberg, one of the environmental coordinators involved in the project feel confident that 
there are enough information out there already concerning energy efficiency, material usage and 
transport to make Norra Kymlinge even more sustainable than other practically implemented projects 
today (Troberg 2017). However, how to encourage the inhabitants to live more sustainable is a 
problem several eco-city projects are tackling today, and have encountered difficulty in the 
implementation stage (Wangel 2013). Therefore, this study will focus on exactly how to encourage the 
future inhabitants of Norra Kymlinge to live more sustainable.  

 

1.2 Aim  
The aim of this thesis is to through the lens of social practice theory investigate how it would be 
possible for planning, with focus on the built environment, to affect lifestyle and consumption 
patterns. How can the built environment and the home practically encourage more sustainable 
consumption patterns, and which practices would be suitable to implement in the project of Norra 
Kymlinge?  

Sustainable consumption patterns are in this thesis defined as consumption which give rise to low 
emissions of greenhouse gases from a consumption perspective. The study however has a qualitative 
focus, and the consumption habits will not be quantified.  

 

1.3 Research Questions  
Deriving from the aim, the objectives of this thesis are formulated in terms of three research 
questions, which also outline the structure of this thesis:  

1) What concepts linking the built environment and sustainable consumption patterns exist 
today?  

2) What development projects with focus on sustainable consumption patterns have been 
practically implemented today and what can be learned from them?  

3) Drawing from the studied cases, how could sustainable consumption patterns be encouraged 
through the built environment in Norra Kymlinge?  

The 5th chapter in this thesis, “Conceptual Cases”, accounts for some concepts which link the built 
environment to consumption practices, providing answers to the first research question. The 6th 
chapter “Practical Cases” describes and analyses some existing development projects with focus on 
sustainable consumption patterns to answer the second question, and the 7th chapter “Suggested 
Concepts and Inspiration” provides a few suggestions as answers to the last question.  

 

1.4 Delimitations  
This thesis focuses on the climate effects of Swedish consumption habits and how to encourage lower 
emissions of greenhouse gases. Local environmental degradation in production countries, as well as 
pertaining health issues, caused by Swedish consumption are indeed also relevant issues to discuss in 
conjunction with consumption habits and environmental sustainability. However, these issues are not 
addressed in this thesis. The social and economic dimensions of sustainability are also addressed to a 
very limited extent.  
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The aim of this report is not to define certain districts or projects as giving rise to ‘sustainable’ or 
‘unsustainable’ lifestyles and consumption patterns. Nor is the aim to define what constitutes a 
‘sustainable lifestyle’ and consumption patterns. Rather, the aim is to explore and discuss different 
ways of doing sustainability where urban development is linked to consumption patterns which give 
rise to low emissions of greenhouse gases. Because of the focus on consumption patterns, and its 
linkage to planning and the built environment, therefore, for example material usage in the built 
environment and transport systems are not investigated. For a deeper explanation of this see chapter 
3.5 “Lifestyle”. The investigations in this analysis are conducted through the lens of social practice 
theory, and the theory is used as a theoretical framework, however, the theory itself is not analysed.  
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2 Methods  
This thesis is largely based on literature reviews of current research and ongoing projects dealing with 
sustainable urban planning and the built environment, in Sweden and around the globe. Literature 
reviews and data on Swedish consumption trends and sustainable consumption patterns have been 
collected from Naturvårdsverket and SCB. Literature reviews of current Swedish policies to encourage 
sustainable consumption patterns have also been conducted, together with reports suggesting 
changes. A thorough policy analysis has however not been conducted for this thesis due to this thesis 
focus on only climate effects. Data concerning the current situation in Norra Kymlinge and previous 
development plans is presented in chapter 4 “Norra Kymlinge” and in Appendix 1. The data have been 
provided by the land-owner Vasakronan through Pernilla Troberg at the company Iterio and through 
Peter Lindroos at Urban Minds.  

To answer the first research question of: What concepts linking the built environment and sustainable 
consumption patterns exist today? a theoretical framework was first developed from the main 
theories used in research concerning the topic today. A literature review was conducted, and the main 
sources used to find scientific reports on the topic were KTH Primo, Scopus and Google Scholar. 
Search terms used include: sustainable consumption, sustainable cities, smart cities, eco-city, low-
carbon, low-impact, carbon reduction, eco-urbanism, zero-carbon, post-carbon, and green 
consumerism. The theoretical framework and key concepts are presented in chapter 3.  

The main theories found to be used today linking the built environment and sustainable consumption 
were the behavioural theories nudging and social practice theory (SPT). Using especially SPT as a 
framework, different theories on how the built environment could conceptually encourage sustainable 
consumption patterns were investigated through another literature review using the same main 
sources and through the so called ‘snowball approach’.  

Conceptual cases concerning use of dwellings, collaborative living, sharing economy, self-sufficiency, 
ICT-solutions and measurements, cap-systems, green leases, diversified actors and other policy 
measures have been studied. However, to accommodate concrete suggestions for the Norra Kymlinge 
project, only a handful of measures were chosen for in-depth study. These measures are: collaborative 
living, sharing infrastructure, self-sufficiency, individual measurement and cap-systems as well as 
green leases, and are further explained in chapter 5 “Conceptual Cases”. These measures were chosen 
on the basis of possible applicability in the Norra Kymlinge project, as well as availability of data.  

Especially Pernilla Hagbert’s dissertation from 2016 and Anna Hult’s dissertation from 2017 proved 
very valuable for this thesis. For the conceptual cases a semi-structured interview was conducted with 
Pernilla Hagbert to fully understand some of the theories used in her dissertation. A semi-structure 
approach was chosen since this is recommended for factual interviews, i.e. interviews conducted to 
obtain valid factual information, in contrast to an interview performed to obtain the interviewees' own 
ideas and perspectives (Kvale 2011). The questions posed in the interview can be found in Appendix 2. 
The interview resulted in not only a deeper understanding for Hagbert’s dissertation, but also 
recommendations for further reading and practical cases to study.  

To answer the second research question: What development projects with focus on sustainable 
consumption patterns have been practically implemented today and what can be learned from them? a 
third literature review was conducted, both using projects recommended by Hagbert, projects found 
mentioned in previously found reports, the ‘snowball approach’, and by simply searching KTH Primo 
and Google using similar search terms as in the first literature review.  

Several practical cases have been studied, but as with the conceptual cases only a few cases were 
chosen for a more in-depth study based on availability of data and possible applicability in the Norra 
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Kymlinge project. These practical cases are presented in chapter 6 “Practical Cases” and include: 
Swedish eco-cities which also function as research projects, and cohousing.  

To get more information both concerning how nudging is practically implemented, and concerning 
other practices to encourage a sustainable lifestyle used in eco-city project in Sweden, a semi-
structured interview was conducted with Christina Salmhofer, environmental coordinator for 
Stockholm Royal Seaport. A semi-structured approach was chosen here as well, since the interview 
was considered factual. The questions posed in the interview can be found in Appendix 3.  

In order to answer the third research question: Drawing from the studied cases, how could sustainable 
consumption patterns be encouraged through the built environment in Norra Kymlinge? certain key 
points from the analysed conceptual and practical cases were compared with existing data and plans 
for Norra Kymlinge. In chapter 7 “Suggested Concepts and Inspiration”, advantages, disadvantages and 
challenges expressed in the literature for the different cases, as well as key points for the cases, are 
discussed. From this comparison of the cases, suggestions for inspiration for the Norra Kymlinge 
project were compiled.  

To gain more insight into different views on this thesis’ suggestions for inspiration, and to get an 
understanding for the perceived likelihood of implementation, as well as perceived challenges of 
implementation, a workshop was conducted at Iterio the 21st of April 2017. The workshop consisted of 
a 20min presentation of the work behind this report and the suggestions for inspiration, followed by 
40min discussion. The discussion began with 20min smaller group discussions of the different 
suggestions, and ended with a 20min joint discussion for all the groups. The groups were formed by 
the participants themselves based on interest for the different suggestions. Participants in the 
workshop include Pernilla Troberg and 5 others from Iterio’s environmental department, 2 from 
Iterio’s infrastructure department and Peter Lindroos from Urban Minds. Ideas and opinions 
expressed during the workshop are presented in chapter 7.  
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3 Theoretical Framework and Key Concepts  
 

3.1 Sustainable Development  
A founding framing for this thesis is the concept of sustainability and sustainable development. One of 
the world’s most commonly used definitions comes from the Brundtland report:  

“Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. It contains 
within it two key concepts: the concept of 'needs', in particular the essential needs of the 
world's poor, to which overriding priority should be given; and the idea of limitations 
imposed by the state of technology and social organization on the environment's ability 
to meet present and future needs.” (WCED 1987, 41)  

This definition of ‘sustainable development’: “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations” builds on the idea of a just distribution of 
natural resources between different generations, which is sometimes referred to as intergenerational 
justice (Agyeman and Evans 2003; Hagbert 2016). To make the definition more concrete, the concept 
of sustainable development is often divided into three dimensions: environmental, social and 
economic sustainability (KTH 2017). These three dimensions are given different weight and the 
interplay between the dimensions are depicted differently depending on the occasion and purpose 
(ibid.). The dimensions can also be seen as exchangeable, i.e. ‘sustainability’ can be achieved by 
degrading one dimension in order to increase another, e.g. diminish the environmental dimension in 
order to increase the social or economic dimension (Wangel et al. 2016). Or ‘sustainability’ can be 
assumed only achievable if these three dimensions are sustainable in their own right (ibid.), i.e. strong 
sustainability. In this thesis, the applied understanding is that the environmental and social dimensions 
on a large scale have to be sustainable in their own right, whereas economy is seen more as a tool to 
achieve this.  

The environmental dimension has been conceptually arranged and quantified by Rockström et al. 
(2009) into the planetary boundaries which “define the safe operating space for humanity with 
respect to the Earth system” (ibid., 472). These planetary boundaries represent thresholds which 
could generate unacceptable environmental change if crossed, with potentially disastrous 
consequences for humans (ibid.). There are nine planetary boundaries: “climate change; rate of 
biodiversity loss (terrestrial and marine); interference with the nitrogen and phosphorus cycles; 
stratospheric ozone depletion; ocean acidification; global freshwater use; change in land use; chemical 
pollution; and atmospheric aerosol loading” (ibid., 472). For climate change the parameter used is 
atmospheric CO2 concentration, and the boundary proposed by Rockström et al. had already at the 
time of publication in 2009 been transgressed (ibid.). The planetary boundaries together with current 
transgressions can be seen in Figure 1.  

In addition to the planetary boundaries Raworth (2012) incorporated a social foundation with 
minimum basic need for social sustainability. This resulted in the doughnut with planetary boundaries 
as a cap, and social boundaries as a floor, which presents a safe and just operating space for humanity 
between the social and planetary boundaries. The social foundation consists of the 11 dimensions: 
food, water, income, education, resilience, voice, jobs, energy, social equity, gender equality, and 
health (ibid.). The doughnut with the nine planetary boundaries and 11 dimensions of the social 
foundation can be seen in Figure 2. Although the doughnut is not used in this thesis, it is used in the 
Norra Kymlinge project (Vasakronan 2017c). The idea to link reduction in resource use and demand to 
socio-cultural dimensions (Hagbert 2016), however, is an underlying framework for this thesis.  
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Figure 1: The nine planetary boundaries. The green inner circle represents the proposed safe operating space and the red 
wedges represent the estimated current pressure on each boundary. Current pressure on two boundaries have not yet been 
quantified. (adopted from Rockström et al. 2009, 472)  

 

Figure 2: The 9 planetary boundaries and 11 dimensions of the social foundation which make up the doughnut and a safe and 
just operating space for humanity. (adopted from Raworth 2012, 4)  
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Within the three dimensions environmental, social and economic sustainability, there exist several 
different perspectives on sustainability. E.g. green growth argue sustainability is achieved as long as 
economic growth continues within the planetary boundaries (Gunnarson-Östling and Svenfelt 2016).  
Others argue that humans and social or economic development has no right to endanger other living 
creatures’ survival (Humphrey 2002). Some argue that sustainability can only be achieved if 
intragenerational justice (justice between current generations) is considered as well as 
intergenerational justice, and argue that for urban sustainability projects to be truly sustainable, 
environmental justice must also be considered (Gunnarson-Östling and Svenfelt 2016; Agyeman and 
Evans 2003; Hult 2017). Environmental justice deals with how environmental bads (such as pollution) 
and environmental goods (such as natural resources and fresh air) are allocated, and can be viewed 
from different perspectives (Movik 2014). Some would argue for an equal allocation of resources to all 
members of society (strict egalitarianism), others that resources should be distributed to maximize 
welfare (welfare-based), or proportionately to reflect the degree of effort and responsibility exerted 
by the members (desert-based), according to historical responsibility or according to capabilities to 
deal with the good and bad (Movik 2014; Svenfelt 2016; Schlosberg 2012). Also the Brundtland report 
states that to secure a sustainable development, attention must be payed to social equity (access to 
and distribution of resources) within each generation (WCED 1987).  

For this thesis, the perspectives of sustainability for urban development, linking social sustainability 
and ecologic sustainability, as defined by Naturvårdsverket (2015a, 12) is used:   

“a city where it should be possible to achieve socially sustainable development but 
where the ecologically sustainable development, planetary boundaries, sets the 
framework for social development. Economy can be seen as a tool for social and 
ecological sustainability. Economic sustainability facilitates efforts to strengthen social 
and ecological sustainability. The sustainable city will probably never exist, but is always 
something to strive towards. Sustainable urban development is not static and the ability 
to recover (resilience) from both ecological and social as well as economic disruption 
must exist” [author’s translation].  

 

 

3.2 Climate Change and Emissions of Greenhouse Gases  
Virtually all products and services used in Sweden contribute at some point during its life to 
greenhouse gas emissions. The emissions derive from several different parts of society, for example 
the use of fossil fuels, farmed land and animals that ruminate, chemical reactions in industrial 
processes, or the decomposition of waste. (Naturvårdsverket 2016a) Since 1990 the Swedish 
emissions have decreased mainly through a transition from oil-fired boilers for heating to electricity 
and district heating; an increased usage of biofuels; reductions in emissions from industry; and 
reduced dumping of waste on landfills (Naturvårdsverket 2016e).  

In 2012 global energy-related emissions amounted to 32,3 billion metric tons, and are estimated to 
rise to 43,2 billion metric tons in 2040 (EIA 2016). Over the course of the next 15-20 years emerging 
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cities, global megacities and mature cities2 will combined contribute to over half of the global energy-
related emissions growth between 2012 and 2030 under business as usual (Floater and Rode 2014). In 
2016 approximately 54,5 percent of the world’s population lived in urban settlements (United Nations 
2016), and by 2050 an additional 2,5 billion people are predicted to live in urban settlements from 
2008’s count (Hult 2017). If the urban development continues along current trends3 in these cities, the 
benefits of urbanisation such as economic gains will be reduced while the economic and social costs 
continue to increase. Further, poorly managed urban growth will lead to substantially higher carbon 
emissions than predicted. (Floater and Rode 2014) 

Increasing the concentration of atmospheric carbon dioxide increases the risk of irreversible changes, 
with accelerated sea level rise, loss of major ice sheets and abrupt shifts in agricultural and forest 
systems (Rockström et al. 2009). Sweden will be affected both through direct local impacts and 
through indirect effects caused by changes in the rest of the world. To reduce the risks, it has been 
deemed necessary to limit the increase in global average temperature to a maximum of 2°C, relative 
to pre-industrial levels. (Naturvårdsverket 2016d) This will require fundamental separation from 
business as usual (IPCC 2014).  

 

3.2.1 Calculating emissions of greenhouse gases  

There are different ways to calculate emissions of greenhouse gases. In Sweden three different ways 
are used, differing in where the geographical boundaries are drawn, what is considered necessary to 
include in the calculations and for what purpose the emissions are calculated. No matter which way is 
used they all indicate that Sweden must lower its emissions. (Naturvårdsverket 2016a)   

The three ways are: territorial emissions, production-based emissions and consumption-based 
emissions. Territorial emissions sums up all physical emissions only emitted within the geographical 
boundaries of Sweden. This includes activities such as transport with personal vehicles within Sweden 
or emissions from Swedish agriculture. Territorial emissions is the most common way of calculating 
emissions, and apart from the national inventory conducted by Naturvårdsverket, statistics are also 
compiled by other international organisations. Statistics on territorial emissions are used to follow up 
the Swedish climate goals and goals put up by the EU and UN, as well as to give an overview of global 
emissions. The allocation of emissions for certain geographical limited areas also allows for following 
up the environmental goals regionally and locally. (Naturvårdsverket 2016a)  

Production-based emissions sums up not only all physical emissions emitted within the geographical 
boundaries of Sweden, but also includes emissions from international transports caused by Swedish 
corporations and inhabitants. The calculations follow the same limitations as the Swedish national 
economic accounts. Economic development is closely linked to activities which emits greenhouse 

                                                           

 

 

2Floater and Rode (2014) define global megacities as: “with populations above 10 million and per capita income 
of over US$2,000” (ibid., 20), e.g. New York, London and Shanghai; mature cities as: “with populations in 2012 of 
between 1 million and 10 million and per capita income levels above US$20,000” (ibid., 21), e.g. Copenhagen 
and Stuttgart; and emerging cities as: “with populations in 2012 of between 1 million and 10 million and per 
capita income levels between US$2,000 and 20,000” (ibid., 19), e.g. Kunming, Kuala Lumpur and Curitiba.  
3Current urban development trends are characterized by increasing sprawl and increasing motorisation rates, 
energy inefficient buildings, as well as insufficient urban infrastructure and services (ibid.).  
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gases, calculation of production-based emissions thus allows for comparing emissions in direct relation 
to the country's economic activity. Emissions from Swedish economic actors are compiled by 
Statistiska Centralbyrån (SCB) in their “Miljöräkenskaper”, and is produced according to internationally 
agreed methods and guidelines. (Naturvårdsverket 2016a)  

Sweden engage in international trade of goods and services, for example food and raw material for 
industrial production. For consumption-based emissions, all emissions from a certain product or 
service consumed in Sweden is included, no matter where the emissions occur. This gives an overview 
of the emissions Swedish consumption cause in other countries as well. The calculations are based on 
the production-based emissions but also includes economic statistics on purchases and sales. For 
imported goods, emissions are estimated using a model based on the financial transaction and 
emission factors which corresponds to the emissions in the country Sweden is doing business with. 
This method is called environmentally extended input-output analysis. Emissions caused by travel and 
transport in other countries are also included in the calculations. Emissions and removals from land 
use, land use change and forestry (LULUCF) are however not included in the calculations. The emission 
factors are assumptions about other countries' emissions, and results in estimates with high 
uncertainty. Calculating consumption-based emissions is therefore considered having a higher 
uncertainty than the calculation of territorial emissions. (Naturvårdsverket 2016a; Naturvårdsverket 
2016f)  

Territorial emissions within Sweden amounted to approximately 37 million metric tons CO2e in 2014, 
consumption-based emissions amounted to 104 million metric tons (Naturvårdsverket 2016b). 
Naturvårdsverket (2015b) point out in their annual follow-up of the Swedish environmental goals that 
the total emissions of greenhouse gases caused by the Swedish consumption is not decreasing, and to 
reach the Swedish vision of zero net emissions by 2050 well-coordinated efforts will be required. They 
therefore deem the continuation of calculating and evaluating consumption-based emissions a 
necessity (ibid.).  

According to Wangel et al. (2016) for an urban area striving towards sustainability it is important to 
understand the impacts a city has on its globally distributed hinterland, and using a consumption-
based approach means that the urban area cannot become more sustainable at the expense of 
decreased sustainability somewhere else. Hult (2017, 123) argues that calculating greenhouse gas 
emissions from a consumption perspective also provides:  

“new outlooks on urban sustainability and justifies the need for planning practices that address 
issues of less resource consumption within and across territorial borders, such as for example 
decrease of air travels, consumption of ecological food and less material consumption”.  

The City of Gothenburg has today began implementing a consumption perspective in practice, within 
their work of formulating local climate strategies, making them the first municipal authority in Sweden 
to do so (Hult 2017).  

 

3.2.2 The economics of emissions  

Ecological modernisation and decoupling  
In the 1960’s and 1970’s industrialism and environment were often discussed as in conflict to each 
other. In the 1980’s the theory of ecological modernisation was established, resolving the conflict by 
stating that material and economic flows can be decoupled, i.e.  economic growth is possible without 
an unsustainable exploitation of natural resources. Meaning it is possible to have increased economic 
growth while decreasing e.g. carbon dioxide emissions. (Hult 2017; Gunnarson-Östling and Svenfelt 
2016)  
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The theory acknowledges that industrialism has been an important cause of current environmental 
problems, but claim that existing economic, political and social institutions can internalise care for 
environment using market dynamics and technological innovation. Thus, economic growth can 
continue to increase while the comfortable modern lifestyles of consumption is kept, and a systemic 
shift in society is not necessary to solve environmental problems. This thought is shared in the 
concepts green industrialism, sustainable growth and green growth. (Hult 2017; Gunnarson-Östling 
and Svenfelt 2016) The practical character of ecological modernisation, and avoidance of dramatic 
changes within current economic markets and institutions in society, makes it very popular. The role 
of the state is to enable and encourage technological innovations as well as increase efficiency in 
resource use, but do not have to suggest any major changes in people’s everyday lives. Today, 
ecological modernisation has gained a central position within Swedish environmental policy and 
politics. (Hult 2017)  

In 2010 Sweden claimed to have managed to decouple economic growth (GDP) with greenhouse gas 
emissions. However, the decoupling only holds true when GDP and territorial emissions are compared, 
but not when GDP is compared to emissions from a consumption perspective. (Hult 2017) The 
promise of decoupling economic growth from environmental impacts has proven more difficult in 
Western countries than foreseen. The gains through improvements in eco-efficiency are counteracted 
by the increase in consumption. Together with an awareness of the potential for rebound effects4, 
policy makers have again started turning towards questions relating to behaviour, lifestyle and 
consumer culture. These are increasingly being understood as key factors to determine how 
greenhouse gas emissions from consumption can be decreased. (Andersson 2016)  

Within the framework of ecological modernisation, the concept of green consumption suggests 
associating consumption with a price that accounts for the environmental harm caused. By 
internalizing externalities in this way households are expected to make purchasing choices that reduce 
resource use. (Hagbert 2016) Shifting consumer choices to eating less meat and more vegetarian 
diets, reducing fossil fuelled mobility, building energy-efficient dwellings, and purchasing higher 
quality goods that last longer, are believed to yield substantial climate mitigation benefits. However, 
the current trajectory are increased carbon footprints, and green consumerism cannot alone drive the 
development of carbon-free lifestyles while becoming wealthier. To achieve sustainable consumption 
and production, and provide for low-carbon lifestyles, sustainable urban forms and spatial planning 
are important. (Wiedenhofer et al. 2016)   

Consumption and environmental justice  
The most important variable explaining greenhouse gas emissions from households in Sweden have 
been found to be net income, followed by dwelling type and geographical distance to the workplace. 
Other factors affecting inhabitants’ emission levels in Sweden are materialistic values and social 
norms. Materialist dispositions correlate positively with greenhouse gas emissions, inhabitants with 
materialistic values fly much more than others, and seem in general to be willing to spend a greater 
proportion of their income on attractive living. Materialist dispositions however, seem to correlate 

                                                           

 

 

4Many of today's measures aimed at increasing efficiency in resource use have given rise to a rebound effect 

that counteracts the measure’s purpose. An example is more fuel-efficient cars leading to lower driving costs 
and thus more driving with increased emissions. (Naturvårdsverket 2006) Large rebound effects suggest that 
behavioural changes are necessary to reduce emissions (Andersson 2016).   
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negatively with subjective well-being, but there is no strong link between inhabitants’ total 
greenhouse gas emissions and their level of subjective well-being. Social norms related to greenhouse 
gas intensive activities, such as taking the car to work, have been found to possibly have a larger 
impact on an inhabitant’s emission levels than pro-environmental attitudes. Variables that have to do 
with circumstances, such as social norms, have thus been found more important than motivations for 
pro-environmental behaviours to explain greenhouse gas emissions. (Andersson 2016)  
 
Globally, income or overall consumption level are also being brought forward as main drivers 
explaining total (consumption-based) CO2e emissions differences between individuals and households. 
From the signing of Kyoto protocol to the Paris Agreement, income and CO2e emissions inequalities 
increased within countries, and top 10 percent emitters today live on all continents, 1/3 of these top 
emitters live in emerging countries. These top 10 percent emitters contribute to almost 45 percent of 
global emissions, whereas the bottom 50 percent emitters contribute to only 13 percent of global 
emissions. (Chancel and Piketty 2015) The countries in which these emitters live can be seen in Figure 
3. In the U.S. and in France, for the top 20 percent income earners more than 75 percent of their total 
emissions derive from consumption (ibid.). For urban dwellers in China, over 83 percent of the top 3 
percent urban earners’ total emissions derive from consumption (ibid.). From 2007 to 2012 China’s 
emission of greenhouse gases increased by 19 percent, and 75 percent of the increase comes from 
the growing consumption of the urban middle-class and the rich (Wiedenhofer et al. 2016).  

 

 

Figure 3: To the left: Countries in which the top 10% emitters live, who contribute to 45% of global emissions. To the right: 
Countries in which the bottom 50% emitters live, who contribute to 13% of global emissions. (adopted from Chancel and 
Piketty 2015, 10)  

Sweden is the country among the OECD member countries where the gap between low- and high-
income groups is increasing the fastest. Particularly in larger cities have these inequalities become 
apparent, here the inequalities between groups and neighbourhoods have grown the past decade, 
and segregation has increased. Eco-city development is being criticised for adding to this segregation 
though environmental gentrification, i.e. when development in the name of sustainability drives out 
low-income residents for middle-class housing (with related consumption lifestyles), or when 
exclusively middle-class housing is built in previously undeveloped or post-industrial areas. (Hult 2017) 
In the Swedish building sector, environmental consideration has become part of the agenda over the 
past decade. This is in part due to EU regulations for energy performance, but also because of national 
goals for environmental preservation and reduced energy use in new buildings. (Hagbert 2016) The 
sustainability concept is greatly influencing planning ideals today, resulting in eco-cities or eco-districts 
(Hult 2017). In the same line of thought as ecological modernisation, eco-cities focus on implementing 
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low-carbon technologies, and thus the need to modify standard practices of production and design is 
viewed as minimized. In the line with green consumerism, the complexities of socio-technical 
transitions within the current market system of housing are simplified to the assessment of willingness 
to pay for ‘green’ products and services. (Hagbert 2016) In this way, eco-city development reinforces 
environmental gentrification, promoting “green islands of privilege” that houses affluent people, with 
a supposedly sustainable lifestyle, since they are to only ones who can afford to live in these areas 
(Hult 2017, 132). Thus, eco-city development contributes to reinforcing the perception of middle-class 
household norms as sustainable (Bradley 2009; Hagbert 2016; Hult 2017). Hult (2017) further argues 
that in cases when sustainable development is considered ‘good’ development, a problem arises when 
a large part of the population becomes excluded from this ‘good’ and ‘desirable’, while the carbon-
intensive consumption pattern of the inhabitants of the eco-city gets overlooked:  

“the eco-city is discursively constructed as ecologically beneficial for its inhabitants 
rather than for the broader socio-environmental landscape” (Hult 2017, 37 cit. Caprotti 
et al. 2015, i).  

In her conclusion, Hult (2017) uses the quote:  

“We cannot reasonably argue for high environmental quality in the neighbourhood 
while still insisting on living at a level which necessarily implies polluting the air 
somewhere else” (Hult 2017, 128 cit. Harvey 1996, 233)  

Sustainable development projects are thus criticised for promoting a lifestyle with large climate 
impacts, and yet calling the project ‘sustainable’. Further, inhabitants with already relatively less 
climate-impacting lifestyles are excluded from being viewed as ‘sustainable’. The criticism derives 
from the environmental justice perspective of not allocating emissions caused by lifestyle to the 
inhabitants with those lifestyles, and not using consumption-based calculation methods for emissions.  

 

3.2.3 Emissions caused by Swedish consumption   

Consumption-based emissions in Sweden can be calculated for three main areas: 

• Household consumption 
• Public consumption and investments  
• Exporting companies 

Emissions from household consumption include emissions that can be linked to household 
expenditure for goods and services which are used to satisfy household needs. These can be divided 
into five categories: food, transport, housing, clothing and shoes, and other expenditures (e.g. medical 
products and health care). Emissions allocated to public consumption and investments include goods 
and services financed by public authorities, such as health care, dental care subsidies and other public 
services. Emissions from exporting companies include emissions that are linked to Swedish exports of 
goods and services. (Naturvårdsverket 2016f)  

Calculating the total final consumption, all three areas are included. However, calculating the total 
consumption-based emissions only household consumption as well as public consumption and 
investments are included. Goods and services exported from Sweden has brought imports upstream 
such as raw materials and energy used in production and processing prior to export, which have 
caused emissions. These emissions are however not allocated to the ‘total consumption-based 
emissions’ of Sweden or domestic use, because the final products are exported to other countries 
from Sweden and not end-used in Sweden – it is not the Swedish consumption that is the cause of 
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these emissions. (Naturvårdsverket 2016f) Figure 4 shows the emissions in 2014 for the three main 
areas for which consumption-based emissions can be calculated, as well as areas allocated to the 
‘total final consumption’ and the ‘total consumption-based emissions’.  

 

 

Figure 4: Emissions in 2014 for the three main areas for which consumption-based emissions can be calculated, and areas 
allocated to the ‘total final consumption’ and to the ‘total consumption-based emissions’. (data from Naturvårdsverket 2016f)  

 

Total consumption-based emissions amount to around 11 tons per person and year, and have been 
relatively stable around 11 tons for the last few years (Naturvårdsverket 2016c). In comparison, global 
average total consumption-based emissions in 2015 amounted to 6,2 CO2e per person and year 
(Chancel and Piketty 2015). Two thirds of the Swedish total consumption-based emissions derive from 
household consumption, and one third from public consumption and investments. Emissions from 
only household consumption amount to 7 tons per person and year. (Naturvårdsverket 2016c) The 
total consumption-based emissions from Swedish household consumption together with public 
consumption and investments within and outside of Sweden in 2014 can be seen in tons CO2e per 
person in Table 1. The total consumption-based emissions per person in 2014 can be seen in Figure 5, 
with emissions from household consumption and public consumption and investments separated, as 
well as emissions from each category: food, transport, housing, clothing and shoes, and other 
expenditures respectively. About 80 percent of emissions from household consumption derives from 
the three larger categories food, transport and housing (ibid.). According to Naturvårdsverket (2017) 
large emission reductions can be accomplished by changing our consumption patterns, especially in 
terms of eating habits and meat consumption, as well as transport practices such as air travel.  

Emissions from food accounts for about a third of the total emissions from household consumption. 
Within the category food not only emissions caused by the production and transport of food and 
beverages consumed at home is included, but also emissions caused by restaurants, cafés and the 
emissions caused by the transport of food to the grocery store and restaurants. Emissions within 
Sweden from the household consumption of food have decreased with approximately 30 percent 
since 1993, but emissions outside of Sweden have increased with 70 percent. This is due to an 
increased import of foodstuffs since 1993. (Naturvårdsverket 2016j)  
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Table 1: Total consumption-based emissions of greenhouse gases per person and year in Sweden 2014. 
(data from Naturvårdsverket 2016c)  

 

Category 
Emissions per inhabitant in Sweden 2014  

[metric tons CO2e] 

Household consumption – emissions within 
Sweden   

2,81 

Household consumption – emissions in other 
countries   

4,13 

Public consumption and investments - emissions 
within Sweden   

0,98 

Public consumption and investments - emissions 
in other countries   

2,79 

 

 

 

Figure 5: The total consumption-based emissions per person in 2014, with emissions from household consumption and public 
consumption and investments separated, as well as emissions from each category: food, transport, housing, clothing and 
shoes, and other expenditures. (data from Naturvårdsverket 2016c)  
 

Especially meat production contributes to large emissions (Carlsson Kanyama 2016; Naturvårdsverket 
2017). The largest potential to reduce the total per capita greenhouse gas emissions via dietary 
change comes through avoiding all animal-based products (vegan), such as meat and milk. However, 
avoiding all meat (vegetarian), replacing ruminant meat with pork and poultry or restricting the intake 
of red and ruminant meat, has the potential to reduce the total per capita greenhouse gas emissions 
up to 12 percent. (Hallström 2015)  

Within the category housing, total emissions have decreased with almost 40 percent since 1993. 
Greenhouse gases emitted in other countries due to Swedish consumption for housing have remained 
at around the same level since 1993, while gases emitted within Sweden have been reduced by over 
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50 percent, equivalent to almost 9 million tons. Emissions allocated to housing include emissions 
linked to: actual rent in rental apartments; electricity; district heating; household services; household 
textiles and furniture. (Naturvårdsverket 2016g)  

The category clothing and shoes accounts for about 6 percent of household consumption related 
emissions. Of these around 90 percent are emitted in other countries than Sweden due to the large 
import of shoes and clothes in Sweden. Emissions allocated to clothing and shoes include emissions 
linked to: consumption of clothing; material for clothing; mending and washing clothes; shoes and 
their repair. (Naturvårdsverket 2016g)  

Within the category other expenditures emissions have increased since 1993, especially emissions in 
other countries. Emissions allocated to this category include emissions linked to: health care products; 
health care; electronics; education and financial services. (Naturvårdsverket 2016g) In Table 2 the 
total emissions in 2014 for the categories housing, clothing and shoes, and other expenditures can be 
seen, with emissions emitted within Sweden and in other countries separated.  

 

Table 2: Total emissions from a consumption perspective in Sweden in 2014 for the categories housing, 
clothing and shoes, and other expenditures. (data from Naturvårdsverket 2016g)  

 

Category 
Total emissions 2014  

[million metric tons CO2e] 

Housing - emissions within Sweden  7,03 

Housing - emissions in other countries  7,26 

Clothes and shoes - emissions within Sweden  0,26 

Clothes and shoes - emissions in other countries  3,65 

Other expenditures - emissions within Sweden  2,15 

Other expenditures - emissions in other countries  6,18 

 

 

Today no more detailed data on emissions caused by Swedish consumption calculated from a 
consumption perspective exists (Allerup 2017). However, although existing data are somewhat crude, 
it clearly shows that our consumption habits concerning food, clothes, shoes and other products 
contribute to a large portion of each Swede’s climate impact, while most emissions do not occur 
within the geographical boundaries of Sweden.  
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3.3 Environmental Goals and Certification Systems  
In the last few years several national and international environmental goals and agreements have 
been developed. These include different sets of principles to support sustainable urban development, 
which makes a good starting point for deciding which sustainability aspects to focused on, but they are 
seldom translated into clear sustainability targets (Wangel et al. 2016). Certification systems in 
contrast provide guidance for urban development projects through the establishment of specific 
indicators, criteria and processes (ibid.). An underlying presupposition in this thesis is that the 
suggestions and theories presented will help advance our society towards reaching the environmental 
goals. Some agreements, goals and certification systems related to the aim of this thesis are therefore 
presented below.  

 

3.3.1 Environmental goals and agreements  

One of Sweden’s 16 national environmental quality goals is Reduced climate impact, which specifies: 
“The increase in global mean temperature is limited to a maximum of 2°C compared to pre-industrial 
levels.” [author’s translation] (Naturvårdsverket 2016h; Naturvårdsverket 2016d). The goal can 
indicatively be formulated as that we cannot emit more than 1-2 tons greenhouse gas emissions per 
person and year privately and publicly (which today amounts to 11 tons per person and year) 
(Naturvårdsverket 2016c). The national generation target states that an overarching goal for the 
national environmental policy is to “hand over a society to the next generation where the major 
environmental problems have been solved, without causing increased environmental and health 
related problems outside of Sweden's borders” [author’s translation] (Naturvårdsverket 2016i). Thus, 
policies and measures to solve environmental problems within Sweden will have to be designed so 
that Sweden does not export the environmental problems, and is clarified with the addition: 
“consumption patterns for goods and services [should] cause as little environmental and health 
related problems as possible” [author’s translation] (ibid.).  

Sweden has also signed the Paris Agreement which states a commitment to pursue efforts to limit the 
temperature increase even further to 1,5°C (United Nations 2017a). Within the United Nations 2030 
Agenda for Sustainable Development 17 sustainable development goals, the aim of integrating 
“climate change measures into national policies, strategies and planning” (United Nations 2017b) is 
stated, together with the aim to “ensure that people everywhere have the relevant information and 
awareness for sustainable development and lifestyles in harmony with nature” (United Nations 
2017c). The United Nations Conference on Housing and Sustainable Urban Development (Habitat III) 
has also adopted the action-oriented document New Urban Agenda, specifying global standards of 
achievement in sustainable urban development (United Nations 2017d). It states that natural 
resources in cities will be sustainably managed to e.g. reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and that 
local, recycled material will be used during construction (United Nations General Assembly 2016).  

As a regional follow-up to the New Urban Agenda the conference Nordic Urban Ways – Implementing 
the New Urban Agenda was held in Stockholm the 16th of December 2016. The conference resulted in 
a declaration advocating sustainable urban development in the Nordic region being guided by a set 
of fundamental principles, of which two are: sustainable urban environment, promoting e.g. the 
protection and reuse natural resources as well as circular economy; and sustainable urban culture and 
lifestyles, promoting e.g. diversity, the adoption of a mix of sustainable lifestyles as well as sustainable 
consumption and production patterns. (Global Utmaning 2017)  
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3.3.2 Certification systems  

At the same time as certification systems provide guidance for urban development projects on how to 
work with sustainability issues, they create market drivers through the possibility to market 
development projects as ‘sustainable’ (Wangel et al. 2016). Some common environmental certification 
systems for buildings used in Sweden today are: Miljöbyggnad, BREEAM, LEED and Svanen 
Miljöbyggnad. All the systems provide certification of different degrees, depending on how many 
criteria are fulfilled. Criteria which decide the degree of certification include: energy efficiency, share 
of renewable energy produced, encouragement of sustainable transport modes, means provided for 
recycling, materials used in the building, as well as limited use of harmful substances during 
production. (Sweden Green Building Council 2014; BREEAM-SE 2016; USGBC 2014; Nordisk 
Miljömärkning 2016) Certification systems for sustainable neighbourhoods include among others the 
Japanese CASBEE for Urban Development, the UK BREEAM Communities (BREEAM-C), the U.S. LEED 
Neighborhood Development (LEED-ND) (Wangel et al. 2016), and the German DNGB City District 
(DGNB System 2017). A Swedish certification system for sustainable neighbourhoods, Citylab, is 
currently under development by Sweden Green Building Council, and is expected to be fully developed 
by the fall of 2017 (Sweden Green Building Council 2017).  

As with the certifications for buildings, a predefined set of criteria and indicators are used to certify 
the sustainability of a district, which are aggregated to provide a specific degree of certification. Thus, 
certification systems in a way also function as a definition of sustainable development. A detailed 
analysis of the two well-established systems BREEAM-C and LEED-ND shows that both systems 
however only to a limited extent address the use of natural resources and environmental impacts such 
as emissions of greenhouse gases. Embodied toxic substances and emissions in buildings and 
infrastructure are also neglected. Thus, a big part of the new district’s environmental and socio-
economic footprint is unaddressed, from a consumption-based perspective, and strong sustainability 
is not advocated. Further, physical and technical solutions, such as water-saving taps, bicycle storage 
and energy-efficient buildings are used to address the issue of consumption, where automated 
solutions and individual choice is assumed to entail a more sustainable lifestyle. Also, a focus on 
internal sustainability is prominent, where the relationship between the development project and its 
global hinterland is only included to a limited extent. (Wangel et al. 2016)  

The criteria and indicators used are not all mandatory issues, a specific project can choose which 
issues to focus on and disregard others, and all criteria do not have to be met to get the highest grade. 
This gives a flexibility to the certification system but also allows a project to disregard issues of 
fundamental importance for the sustainability of the district, and thus “be certified, at the highest 
level, without actually being sustainable in terms of environmental and socio-economic impacts” 
(Wangel et al. 2016, 210). Further, the majority of the criteria focus on the process of development 
and specific features, instead of the actual performance and the desired outcome: a sustainable city 
(ibid.). Wangel et al. (2016, 202) argue that although a just and sustainable process of planning is 
important, “an urban development process that results in an unsustainable outcome cannot be seen 
as sustainable, no matter how just the process has been”. Although the systems BREEAM-C and LEED-
ND need some development before producing ‘sustainable’ projects according to Wangel et al. (2016), 
certification systems for sustainable neighbourhoods do however provide a common understanding of 
a project and its intended outcomes. The planning organization is also encouraged to early in the 
process define and use sustainability targets, which improves the possibilities of achieving sustainable 
outcomes. (ibid.)  
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3.4 Behavioural Theories Used in Planning   
Nudging and Social practice theory (SPT) are two contemporary behaviour theories, and the founding 
theoretical frameworks for this thesis. Nudging was chosen as a framework due to its popularity within 
planning practices today, and the critique it has gained from the academic world. Describing 
sustainability practices used in planning projects today and relating critique would be hard without an 
explanation of the concept itself. SPT is proposed in academia as a promising idea bridging theories 
used in nudging with the aspects nudging is criticised to leave out. Therefore, SPT was chosen as the 
second founding theoretical frameworks for this thesis.  

 

3.4.1 Nudging  

Nudging is a behavioural theory which has become popular in planning practices in recent years, Mols 
et al. (2015) define nudges as:  

“ways of influencing choice without limiting the choice set or making alternatives 
appreciably more costly in terms of time, trouble, social sanctions, and so forth.” (ibid., 
84 cit. Hausman & Welch 2010, 126) 

Anyone responsible for organizing any context in which people make decisions are called a choice 
architect. One can be a choice architect without realizing it, for example a mother explaining different 
educational options to her daughter is a choice architect. If a choice architect chooses a particular 
arrangement of the options, for whatever reason, the choice architect influences what people choose. 
If the particular arrangement is constructed on purpose, the choice architect nudge. (Thaler and 
Sunstein 2009)  

“A nudge /…/ is any aspect of the choice architecture that alters people’s behaviour in a 
predictable way without forbidding any options or significantly changing their economic 
incentives.” (ibid., 6)  

For an intervention to count as a nudge it must be both easy and cheap to avoid, mandates do not 
count as nudges. For example, banning junk food is not a nudge, but placing the fruit at eye level is. 
(Thaler and Sunstein 2009) Nudges are argued necessary because of flaws in individual decision-
making, and the reason for why they work is because they make use of those flaws (Mols et al. 2015). 
Important to understand in the concept of nudging is also that “there is no such thing as a neutral 
designer” (Thaler and Sunstein 2009, 2), and “everything matters” (ibid., 3). In one way or another any 
choice architect will influence people’s choices, and even small and seemingly insignificant details can 
have huge impacts on people’s behaviour. For example, where bathrooms are located in a building, 
which the architect usually decides, will have influences on how people in the building interact. Every 
trip to the bathroom in the office is an opportunity or risk to run into colleagues. (ibid.)  

Concerning environmental problems, Thaler and Sunstein (2009) claim nudging is a helpful tool. They 
argue that getting the incentives right, i.e. prices, is the most important step for dealing with 
environmental problems. However, how to get the prices right, and implementing the incentives is 
politically difficult. Instead a helpful nudge would be to provide better information and disclosure to 
consumers, improving the process of feedback to consumers. They for example suggest governments 
to create a Greenhouse Gas Inventory, from which media and environmentally concerned groups 
supposedly will produce an ‘environmental blacklist’ of the worst offenders. (ibid.) However, Thaler 
and Sunstein (2009) acknowledge an inventory may not produce massive changes on its own, and are 
aware that many environmentalists fear only disclosure will accomplish too little by itself. Yet they 
argue information can sometimes be a surprisingly strong motivation, and that such a nudge is not 
costly. (ibid.)  
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Within the homebuilding industry the incentive problems to make homes more energy efficient in the 
U.S.  are according to Thaler and Sunstein (2009) because of the builder having to take the costs for 
energy-saving devises, whereas the costs for heating and cooling are paid by the owners. Therefore, 
buildings which are not designed by the ultimate user (utility bill payer) rarely have energy-saving 
devises. (ibid.) A good example of energy efficient homes are according to Thaler and Sunstein (2009) 
hotel rooms. They are designed so that when the plastic room key is removed from the slot next to 
the door, the air conditioner and lighting switches off. This Thaler and Sunstein (2009) argue is 
because the hotel company pays the utility bills, and the company management knows that the hotel 
customers do not have any incentive to turn out the lights. Thaler and Sunstein (2009, 195) poses the 
question: “Wouldn’t you like to be able to flip a switch as you walk out the door that would turn off all 
the lights but not all the clocks?”. They claim that if energy use is made visible, people will be nudged 
towards reducing their energy use, without anyone mandating such reductions (ibid.). Making energy 
use visible is today a popular nudge within planning practices, and is used in Sweden in e.g. Stockholm 
Royal Seaport (Exploateringskontoret 2014) as well as in Malmö Greenhouse (MKB FASTIGHETS AB 
2017a).   

There is however critique towards the effectiveness of nudging. Mols et al. (2015) argue that by 
making use of flaws in individual decision-making, nudging only makes people fall back on automatic 
information-processing strategies, instead of systematic information-processing strategies and 
decision making. This results in that the new norms formed by the nudge do not become internalised 
as a part of the ‘nudgee’s’ self-concept. Therefore, old habits can be expected to reappear as soon as 
the choice architecture (the nudge) is no longer present. Nudge tactics thus only offer a limited scope 
for securing lasting behaviour changes. The critique continues with the statement that nudges often 
have only modest impacts, or no effect at all. Therefore, additional strategies are often needed to 
engage citizens and to produce substantive change. (ibid.)  

Hult (2017) argues that when dealing with habits of travel and consumption in municipal climate 
strategies today, the responsible consumer, who makes the ‘right’ choices, is presented as an ideal: 
The urban environment should be formed so that the right choices are easily made. This is however 
problematic according to Hult (2017), as unrealistic agency is placed on the shoulders of individuals to 
change their everyday consumption habits, and act as ‘responsible consumers’. In planning practices, 
leaving the problems with habits of travel and consumption only up to the consumer to be dealt with 
through means of the consumers making the right choices themselves is not enough (ibid.). She 
argues that:  

“In order to thoroughly address the issue of sustainable consumption, planning needs to 
provide urban environments where other subjectivities (beyond the responsible 
consumer) are encouraged to take place.” (ibid., 135) 

Mols et al. (2015) however adds that some nudges can be effective over long periods of time, but only 

as long as the customer is unaware of the manipulation. When the customer become aware, they are 
likely to feel an urge to defy the system. Especially those who are politically opposed to the intended 
outcome of a nudge are likely to defy it. Nudges are therefore also risking triggering reactance. (ibid.)  

Informational nudges can also trigger reactance. The exact same message can create completely 
different responses, depending on if the person receiving the message feels that the message comes 
from a source with whom they share social identity, and who is viewed as having legitimate authority 
to prescribe group norms. (Mols et al. 2015) Even if social marketing campaigners are perceived to 
have good intentions, their messages are likely to backfire if they are not viewed as ‘one of us’:  
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“for a persuasive message to have its intended impact, it has to be articulated by 
someone who is representative of a relevant, valued in-group identity; and redefine the 
social identity in question in such a way that the desired behaviour becomes regarded as 
a defining feature of the in-group (‘who we are’) and its norms (‘what we do’)”. (ibid., 
88)  

In order to avoid reactance when trying to persuade people through messages, Mols et al. (2015) 
suggest peer education programmes. Instead of imposing new behavioural norms from the top down, 
enlist and educate opinion leaders who then educate their peers. In peer education programmes 
however, people are not actually being nudged into particular behaviours. Rather, they are being 
persuaded to adopt new norms and behaviours “as an integral part of ‘who we are’, ‘what we stand 
for’ and therefore ‘what we do’” (ibid., 92). Mols et al. (2015) claim that in order to secure lasting 
behaviour change, people have to embrace a new self-understanding, so that the new norms become 
an integral part of the person’s self-concept:  
 

“what is needed to achieve lasting behaviour change is an approach that engages with 
humans as social beings, who try to make sense of the world they live in, and who look 
to others who they perceive as similar to themselves for meaningful forms of guidance.” 
(ibid., 94)  

A key limitation of nudges Mols et al. (2015) argue, is that nudges fail to engage with people’s social 
side. People have to be recognized as social beings, who are aware of what others around them value. 
And to reach lasting behaviour change, new norms have to be internalised as an integral part of a 
person’s social self-concept. (ibid.)  

 

3.4.2 Social Practice Theory (SPT)  

A theoretical starting point used in this thesis is the concept of social practice theory (SPT). In contrast 
to nudging, a foundational concept in SPT is that humans are perceived as social beings, and that our 
behaviour depends on socially shared ideas and practices. As Hagbert (2016) argues, in planning 
practices, lifestyle should not be viewed as only an aggregate of individual consumer choices, but 
people’s everyday actions have to be understood as being locked in by societal structures, at the same 
time as everyday actions are reproducing and maintaining these structures. Sustainable consumption 
research is in one end of the spectrum looking at the individual level to identify for example drivers of 
consumption behaviours, as well as how they evolve over time (Andersson 2016; Hagbert 2016). At 
the other end of the spectrum is the large-scale system level, which looks at societal changes, for 
example how a new policy effects the development. Practice theory is often proposed as a promising 
idea bridging these two perspectives, and linking 1) the role of consumers within the system with 2) 
the system itself in which people act and shape their behaviour. (Andersson 2016; Hagbert 2016)  

In social practice theory, practice refers to any action or behaviour which people are ‘carrying out’. 
Examples of practice are learning how to draw or doing research. (Kuijer 2014) A practice can be 
defined as:  

“a routinized type of behaviour which consists of several elements, interconnected to 
one other: forms of bodily activities, forms of mental activities, ‘things’ and their use, a 
background knowledge in the form of understanding, know-how, states of emotion and 
motivational knowledge” (ibid., 26 cit. Reckwitz 2002a, 249).  

Practice is thus seen as sets of interconnected elements. For a practice to be carried out or 
performed, there need to exist both stuff (materials), skills (competences) and images (meanings), 
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which are all interrelated and integrated through the performance. ‘Stuff’ or ‘materials’ refers to 
objects, tools, infrastructures and the body itself. ‘Skills’ or ‘competences’ are learned bodily and 
mental routines, such as know-how, ways of feeling and doing, and levels of competence. ‘Skills’ also 
involve knowledge about what is and what is not good, normal, acceptable and appropriate. ‘Images’ 
or ‘meanings’ are socially shared ideas or concepts associated with practices which gives the practices 
meaning: why we do things in a certain way, or why we do them at all. ‘Images’ are reasons to engage 
in the practice and reasons what it is for. The reason for why a practice is carried out is thus seen as 
part of the practice itself. (Kuijer 2014)  

Behaviour in SPT are just performances of practices which are governed by an entity, e.g. humans. The 
entity does however not determine the performance, since it also requires certain ‘skills’ and ‘images’, 
but rather guides the performance. People cannot just take on any practice they like, the required 
elements of the practice also have to be available to them. The same practice can also be carried out 
by a different number of practitioners, who all possess different levels of competence and 
commitment. ‘Stuff’ can be socially shared since similar or the same things are available to different 
groups of people, although not equally accessible. ‘Skills’ can be learned, and therefore also be 
distributed and redistributed between people and products. (Kuijer 2014) By carrying out a 
performance the body also becomes trained in a specific way, and “knowledge about the practice 
becomes embodied in the practitioner” (ibid., 29). At the same time as a practice is governed by an 
entity the entity itself is thus formed. The entity can therefore be said to be maintained by the sum of 
all its performances. (ibid.)  

In the same way as a practice can form an entity, a thing (or entity) can transform a practice. If the 
thing is integrated in the practice it both materializes the practice and incorporates knowledge which 
are particular to that practice. A thing thus both shapes and is shaped by the contexts in which it is 
used. (Kuijer 2014) This in turn then means that a practice cannot be shaped by only introducing a 
new product, but the “interaction between humans and products is situationally contingent” (ibid., 
32). The status of a human and a product is always dynamic as they are mutually reshaped by both 
their designers and all of the practitioners using them in a practice. Since ‘stuff’ or a product can be 
socially shared different designs are available to groups of people but not always equally accessible, 
one particular design can be accessible to different groups of people. (ibid.)  

One interpretation of SPT is therefore that consumption does not take place for its own sake, but is 
rather part in the powerful performance of social practices (Kuijer 2014). ‘Stuff’ make up and shape 
that which we perceive as consumption needs: “material artefacts configure (rather than simply meet) 
what consumers and users experience as needs and desires” (ibid., 45 cit. Shove et al. 2007, 134). This 
would then entail that those who design the ‘stuff’ and give them form are also those who contribute 
in transforming and maintaining the social practice. An example from today’s society could be the use 
of smartphones. In Sweden today, a smartphone could be argued needed to not only maintain social 
connections and networks, but also to pay bills (through the use of mobilt BankID), find information 
and get around (maps, etc.), since phone catalogues are no longer printed. The development of 
smartphones (stuff) have thus been part in transforming certain social practices. If material artefacts 
can transform and maintain social practices, this would then also be the case in desirable 
transformations of practices towards lower resource consumption (ibid.). ‘Stuff’ or materials could 
thus be shaped to change current practices into less resource demanding consumption. SPT also 
states that what is perceived as ‘correct’, ‘acceptable’ and ‘unacceptable’ practices changes over time 
(ibid.). The more a specific practice or performance occurs, the more acceptable it becomes. However, 
this also means that the effects of a specific performance will fade over time. (ibid.)  

If household consumption is seen as an outcome of everyday practices, instead of an origin of 
everyday practices, this suggests focusing on what people do in their everyday lives and why in order 
to find means to lower household consumption. People rarely plan to use energy, instead it is a side 
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effect when trying to solve everyday problems. (Hagbert 2016) Thus the potential for a less resource 
consuming household consumption lies within resident’s everyday practices:  

“the physical spaces they occupy and move between, their economic space for action, 
and the cognitive spaces and perceptions of a good home” (ibid., 23).  

According to Hagbert (2016), there is an interest in Sweden today in living less resource-intensive 
lives, however the current housing market offer few relevant alternatives. This thesis suggests to 
through the lens of SPT investigate means to change ‘stuff’ within the building sector to meet the 
already existing ‘image’ of living less climate affecting lives. If the ‘skills’ needed to bring about this 
change is existent today however lies beyond the scope of this thesis.  

In summary, the main points of SPT used in this thesis are:  

• Needs are constructed, and consumption does not take place for its own sake, but is a part in 
the performance of social practices.  

• Those who design the ‘stuff’ are also those contributing in transforming and maintaining the 
social practice.  

• ‘Stuff’ can be shaped to change current practices into less resource demanding consumption.  
• Household consumption is an outcome of everyday practices, rather than an outcome of poor 

individual choices.  
• Social practices perceived as ‘correct’, ‘acceptable’ and ‘unacceptable’ changes over time.  

 

3.5 Lifestyle  
Emissions from lifestyle is defined by Naturvårdsverket (2016c) as emissions from privately acquired 
products and services, and include: energy usage, purchase of vehicles, usage of vehicles and travel, 
purchase of food, electronics, furniture, services and other consumption patterns. However, according 
to Hagbert (2016) ‘lifestyle’ should not be viewed as an aggregate of individual consumer choices. 
Instead our everyday actions should be understood as being locked in by societal structures including 
the physical spaces of these activities (ibid.). From a planning perspective, and for this thesis, ‘lifestyle’ 
has therefore been divided into the three categories:  

1) That which planning and the built environment can affect but the inhabitants cannot, such as 
material in the buildings, built-in technical systems, etc.  

2) That which planning and the built environment can create conditions for but the inhabitants 
must choose to use effectively, such as public transport, bike roads, ventilation systems, etc.  

3) That which planning and the built environment today is presumed cannot affect but the 
inhabitants can, such as consumption of food, clothes, electronics, furniture, etc.  

Contrary to Naturvårdsverket’s definition of ‘lifestyle’, this definition separates consumption from e.g. 
energy usage and choice of mode of transport. The third category focuses on consumption, and is as 
described above not being addressed in contemporary planning. However, as current research 
indicates, there seems to be a need for planners and policy makers to address this third category. If 
we are to be able to build sustainable cities that provide the foundation and possibilities for lifestyles 
which give rise to emissions of only 1-2 tons of greenhouse gases per person and year, as current 
climate goals suggest, the building sector today need to tackle the unsustainable lifestyle which 
contemporary planning is encouraging. This is the part of lifestyle and consumption patterns, and its 
relationship to planning and the built environment, this thesis aims to investigate.  
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4 Norra Kymlinge   
Norra Kymlinge is located in the northern part of Stockholm, just south of the city district Kista. It is a 
0,55km2 large forest area separated from Kista by the highway E18, and connected in the south to the 
nature reserve “Igebäckens naturreservat”. Norra Kymlinge is today mostly used as a recreational area 
together with the nature reserve. (Vasakronan 2017a) Adjacent to Norra Kymlinge is a fully 
constructed but unopened metro station on the blue metro line (ibid.), see Figure 6. The unopened 
station is a reminiscent from the expansion plans of the large-scale development of Kista, Husby and 
Akalla during the 1960s and 1970s (Vasakronan 2017c).  

 

Figure 6: Map of Norra Kymlinge (in red) with surrounding areas and metro stops. The small numbers refer to pictures in the 
original report. (adopted from Vasakronan 2017c, 7)  

Norra Kymlinge is clearly cut off by roads and railways from the neighbouring districts Kista and 
Silverdal, and despite its central location in the region it currently has weak links with the surrounding 
areas (Vasakronan 2017c). In Stockholm county’s comprehensive plan, almost all surrounding urban 
areas are identified as development sites (Vasakronan 2017a), and large parts are currently being 
developed or densified. In the regional development plan for the County of Stockholm (RUFS 2010), 
Norra Kymlinge is designated as a development area, and Kista-Sollentuna-Häggvik have been 
highlighted as one of the regional cores. However, in the comprehensive plan for Sundbyberg, Norra 
Kymlinge is designated as greenbelt. Currently, no decision has been taken to begin formal planning 
for Norra Kymlinge. Within the municipality some are working to make sure planning commences to 
create a new city district, while some are in favour of allowing Norra Kymlinge to become a part of the 
Igelbäcken nature reserve. (Vasakronan 2017c) For more information about the History of Norra 
Kymlinge and previous development plans, see Appendix 1.  

Vasakronan, the land owner of Norra Kymlinge, is currently working on a project aimed at developing 
knowledge for building sustainable and resilient urban districts in the absolute forefront. A district 
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worthy to be called the world’s most sustainable. Where Norra Kymlinge is used as an applied 
example. (Reinius 2017; Vasakronan 2017a)  

The project is divided into three phases, the first phase focused on developing the concept, which has 
been set to be “a sustainable district at the very forefront in urban sustainability” (Vasakronan 2017c, 
7). The second phase is focused on producing a prototype for a sustainable district, and the third 
phase to test and develop the prototype. (Vasakronan 2017c) Currently the project is in its second 
phase, called Norra Kymlinge 0.7, and will end with the submission of a final workshop report the 25th 
of May from teams of multinational experts within various fields of sustainable urban development. 
(Vasakronan 2017d) This report is the basis for some inspirational suggestions for the second and third 
phase of the project, and is presented through, among other ways, a short lecture during an 
international workshop the 8-11th of May 2017 for the teams.  

During the first phase of the project it was identified that it is not sufficient for new city districts to 
achieve a ‘no net loss level’, due to the slow rate at which cities are changing today. New urban 
settlements must contribute more than they consume. Further, for an urban district to be sustainable 
it must achieve strong sustainability, as well as provide quality of life within the planetary boundaries. 
The doughnut is used as a starting point for the project, and describes the boundaries for 
sustainability. A variety of different appearances of sustainability is acknowledged, and sustainable 
urban development is defined as also having to ensure that the ‘filling in the doughnut’ offer the best 
conceivable conditions for good quality of life. (Vasakronan 2017c) The project aim is to develop a 
prototype for:  

 “Not the best city district in the world but the best city district for the world. 
A ’doughnut district’ /…/ – a district where we can enjoy good quality of life within 
planetary boundaries” (ibid., 9).  

Figure 7 is used to illustrate this idea. The second phase of the project aims to break down the 
definition of “quality of life within planetary boundaries” into specific requirements, to develop know-
how within specific areas as a starting point for the prototype (Vasakronan 2017c). Two objectives 
used in the project which relate to this thesis, is that the district is “designed to make it easier to do 
right rather than wrong in terms of sustainable lifestyles” (ibid., 22), and that the district every year, 
throughout its lifespan, must provide a net surplus of energy, including energy used during 
construction (ibid.). The project also acknowledges that the structure of the city is one key factor 
defining how we choose to live, and to bring about changes to achieve strong sustainability, it is crucial 
to take into account “the complex links between collectively designed structures and systems (both 
physical and intangible) and individual choices” (ibid., 10). However, there is today “a lack of in-depth 
knowledge about the mutual dependence and relationships between city structures and our lifestyles” 
(ibid., 10). Similar to this thesis, the project also divides lifestyle and its relationship with city 
structures into three categories: that which the built structure influence directly, such as building 
material; that which the built structure influence indirectly, such as transport options available; and 
that which the built structure influence generally, such as development of new methods and 
techniques (ibid.). The division of the categories are illustrated in Figure 8. Taking all three categories 
into consideration will put the project in a better position to determine if all society’s undertakings are 
enough to remain within the doughnut (ibid.). The second phase will however mostly focus on that 
which is directly and indirectly influenced, but clearly state that the project still has a responsibility 
towards the influence it has on the general level (ibid.).  
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Figure 7: The ’doughnut district’, where good quality of life within planetary boundaries can be enjoyed. (adopted from 
Vasakronan 2017c, 27)  

 

Figure 8: Direct, indirect and general influences on lifestyle from the built structure. (adopted from Vasakronan 2017c, 11)   
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5 Conceptual Cases  
This chapter presents the key findings of the studied conceptual methods to through the built 
environment reduce inhabitant’s emissions of greenhouse gases caused by consumption. In chapter 7 
“Suggested Concepts and Inspiration” insights are analysed with regard to the objectives of the Norra 
Kymlinge project, and possible inspirational suggestions are presented and discussed. Several 
conceptual methods were studied for this thesis, as presented in “Methods”, but only a few cases 
were chosen for deeper study based on possible applicability in Kymlinge as well as availability of data. 
The conceptual methods chosen for a deeper analysis and presented below are: collaborative living, 
sharing infrastructure, self-sufficiency, cap-systems and measurements as well as green leases.  

 

5.1 Collaborative Housing   
A cohouse or collective house is a common residential house with apartments, but with shared 
premises where residents can cook and eat together, cultivate hobbies and socialize. The common 
kitchen and the dining room are usually central in a cohouse. (Kollektivhus NU 2017a) The housing 
form is based on an idea of sharing space and domestic work, but at the same time having the privacy 
of an apartment (Sundberg 2014).  

Currently there exists over 50 cohouses in Sweden (Kollektivhus NU 2017a), of which 17 are located in 
the Stockholm district (Kollektivhus NU 2017b). Cohouses in Sweden mainly consist of multifamily 
houses, but there are cohouse communities with detached private houses and common buildings 
where e.g. communal meals take place, although they are more common in Denmark and the U.S. 
(Sundberg 2014) In some cohouses, such as Sofielund's cohouse in Malmö, different degrees of 
sharing exist within the same neighbourhood. In Sofielund both more conventional apartments, where 
some spaces are shared and some are open to the whole neighbourhood, and apartment collectives 
exist, where several people share one large apartment. (Hagbert 2017)  

In Sweden cohousing developments are mainly conventional rentals, but about 20 percent are 
cooperative rentals, where the residents themselves own the building together. Different from regular 
rentals in Sweden, where the person with the longest time in the housing queue gets the apartment, 
there are sometimes a selection process involved in getting a vacant apartment in a cohouse. Deals 
are made between the landlord and the cohousing association to give the association control over 
communal facilities and space, as well as some degree of power to choose new residents. Potential 
new residents can be interviewed before moving in, or are chosen to create a mix of residents with 
different gender, age or other attributes to fit into the social context. (Sundberg 2014)  

Generally in cohouses, some meals are shared and cooked by the residents themselves on a running 
schedule, typically dinners on weekdays (Sundberg 2014). Usually all adults are included in a cooking 
team responsible for cooking for all residents, and cooking twice every month is not uncommon 
(Kollektivhus NU 2017a). Normally sharing dinner is not mandatory, but cooking for the other 
residents or doing other forms of household work is. The sharing of space, meals, things and services 
which is common in cohouses, is often believed to lower the overall consumption per person. Some 
researchers argue that it is easier to set up local exchange and trading systems in cohousing 
communities, because residents already know each other well and are used to cooperating and 
sharing things such as garden equipment, tools or subscriptions of journals. (Sundberg 2014) Since 
community cooperation is already established in cohousing, consumerist lifestyles are often not highly 
valued among the residents (Sundberg 2014, Hagbert 2017). According to Hagbert (2017) residents 
she interviewed for a study concerning cohousing had drastically decreased their consumption habits, 
which was connected to the less consumption stressed home. Hagbert (2017) also states that there 
are indications that residents in cohouses travel less than average, and rarely fly. However, it is hard to 
tell for certain if the residents of cohouses are people who would in any case consume less than 
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average that go for this kind of accommodation, or if they have this lifestyle because of the 
accommodation (ibid.).  

Access to communal spaces that are larger than in regular housing solutions make up for the more 
compact private spaces among residents. The total space per person, private and communal 
combined, are in cases smaller than the average in Sweden. By living on less square meters per 
person, less energy for heating and electricity per person is required, and thus give rise to less 
emissions. The energy use per person for cooking have also been measured to be lower in a cohouse, 
thanks to communal kitchens and the large quantities of food being prepared at the same time. 
(Sundberg 2014) In a study by Sundberg (2014) the lowered emissions per person were quantified for 
the cohouse Färdknäppen in Södermalm, Stockholm. The study showed that residents in Färdknäppen 
emit almost 1 ton of greenhouse gases lower per person and year than the average Swede, due to 
only shared space and communal cooking (ibid.). For more detailed information about Färdknäppen, 
see chapter 6.2.1 “Färdknäppen” under “Practical Cases”.  

According to a study conducted by United Minds et al. (2014), 47 percent of the inhabitants of 
Stockholm in the age 18-35 years would like to live with their friends. A majority would also refrain 
from a private dining room, washing machine and balcony or terrace, provided that these functions all 
existed within the building (ibid.). There is today in Sweden also a willingness to lowering living 
standard, reducing home related consumption and living smaller, to live more sustainable. The 
concept of sharing resources, housing functions or space does not appear too strange. (Hagbert 2016) 
However, Hagbert (2017) has also found that the term cohousing is harder to relate to than by simply 
viewing it as sharing, there is a pragmatic view on the whole concept. Instead she has started using 
the term collaborative housing, which indicate working together to gain more, and does not 
necessarily pose the collective versus the individual in the same way cohousing (ibid.). Although the 
willingness to share exists, those who have discussed living with others report barriers such as the lack 
of mainstream housing options that would accommodate living together with family and friends. In 
order to live more sustainable, they feel they would have to self-organize and create these 
alternatives for themselves. (Hagbert 2016)  

According to Hagbert (2017), contractors argue that when consumers start asking for more cohouses, 
they will deliver it, but the problem is that the consumers are not thoroughly informed and do not ask, 
yet there is an interest among residents, which is much larger than the building industry believes. 
Most who say: “It would have been great to live collectively” do not have the money, voice or interest 
to push the agenda, they continue living their ordinary lives. This is in a way the big silent mass in that 
everyone adapts to what is out on the housing market. It is a rather limited group who have the 
prerequisites for actually committing to creating cohouses. Not everyone interested can push the 
agenda, and it cannot be assumed that everyone who is interested will start constructing collectives. 
Some who actively talk about it and do it, despite the built environment not encouraging it, have to 
‘hack’ the built environment in different ways: looking for two apartments next to each other or 
buying a large house. (ibid.)  

Hagbert (2017) also points out that building more energy efficient and with less materiel is good, but 
not enough. More and more people have started realizing this, yet they continue building ‘green’, 
because it is not so controversial. Questioning basic assumptions about the housing market, the 
mortgage system, etc. however, is. Which building cohousing and self-sufficiency accommodations to 
some extent does. This would contradict the understanding that we can disconnect economic growth 
from our environmental impact. Yet Hagbert (2017) argues that we have to incorporate clear practices 
in people’s everyday life, we have to implement the possibility to ‘do the right thing’. Today the 
responsibility to ‘do the right thing’ is placed upon the individual, and residents are expected to make 
their choices as consumers, not as engaged citizens. (ibid.)  
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Hagbert (2017) proposes a middle way: providing the possibilities for those who would like to live 
more collaboratively. This she states is a challenge for architects. Apartments designed today 
definitely do not allow for collaborative living, it is harder to share apartments from the ‘open plan’-
era than maybe 30-40-50's apartments, which often had a central hall. The build environment has to 
facilitate sharing in a logical manner and on different levels, both between real estates and within. 
More variation is needed, and possibilities for people to live together in new urban areas. For property 
owners, it is important to consider how that which is being built provides the opportunity for 
cooperative tenancy or other cooperative forms of living. (Hagbert 2017)  

 

5.2 Sharing Infrastructure  
Collaborative consumption is a relatively new concept that has emerged. It means that citizens share 
resources, especially products which are rarely used, relatively expensive, or perceived as 
maintenance demanding, e.g. tools, vehicles, leisure items and home appliances. (Naturvårdsverket 
2015b) A lot of items in our homes today are used very seldom, by using resources more efficiently 
and share more, the consumption of new goods would decrease. This however require better systems 
for sharing, exchanging and selling. (Sundberg 2014)  

Knowledge about the environmental, social and economic effects of collaborative consumption is 
today relatively limited in general (Naturvårdsverket 2015b). The concept has, together with sharing 
economy and circular economy, started emerging within planning practice, to address more resource-
efficient production and consumption patterns. Yet little research has been done in terms of how 
these concepts translate into planning practices. (Hult 2017)   

Swedish municipalities today form local policies which aim to push citizens to act as ‘responsible 
consumers’, which places “unrealistic agency on the shoulders of individuals to change their everyday 
consumption habits” according to Hult (2017, 124). One way for local municipalities to work with 
sustainable consumption and citizens´ decreased resource use is to provide urban environments 
where citizens can become makers and sharers rather than consumers, and plan for socio-technical 
infrastructure, so called sharing infrastructure. By planning for sharing infrastructure, municipalities 
provide public spaces for the specific practices of sharing, making and repairing, such as pools for 
tools, cars and bicycle kitchens5. (Hult 2017) Hagbert (2017) also argues that in order to reach low 
consuming lifestyles, the build environment has to facilitate sharing. For property owners, it is 
important to consider encouraging small business owners who work with circular economic solutions 
to get established in the area. This however, she points out goes against many real estate owner’s 
business ideas today: to maximize rentable space. But loan libraries, clothing libraries and urban 
sharing require space, and it is really important that that space is planned for. (ibid.) Hult (2017) 
stresses that public authorities play a key role in this, as they shape infrastructure of provision for all. 
However, Hult (2017) also points out the risk of these small-scale interventions becoming branding 
gimmicks for ‘sustainable cities’, and justifying not making greater political changes for socio-
environmentally just planning.  

 

                                                           

 

 

5Workshops where residents can borrow tools to repair their bicycle, and learn from knowledgeable bicycle 
repairers.  
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5.3 Self-sufficiency  
Hagbert (2017) argues that providing accommodations allowing for different degrees of self-
sufficiency allows residents to live less consuming lifestyles. In new urban areas, it is important for 
property owners to consider possibilities for different rental systems to encourage small business 
owners who work with circular economic solutions to get established. As well as considering what 
different degrees of self-sufficiency entails: only growing little more tomatoes, actually having 
productive farms, ambulatory industries, or beekeeping, etc. Different aspects of self-sufficiency have 
to be considered also: does self-sufficiency refer to food production, having forest where wood for 
heating can be acquired, reuse of materials or self-constructed homes? (ibid.)  

Hagbert (2017) points out that self-sufficiency allows residents to reduce their work-hours, since less 
consumption is required and therefor also a lower income. This relationship may however also work 
the other way around. The way the housing market is today it is improbable to afford living self-
sufficiently in for example central Gothenburg, where the income from a full-time job is required to 
afford accommodation, and instead lack of time results in consumption of goods and services. Yet, 
providing possibilities for self-sufficiency allows residents to ‘step outside’ of the part of society which 
today give rise to our consumption focused lifestyles. Self-sufficient homes today also have an overall 
less consumption stressed home, where residents rarely fly and travel less than average. However, as 
with the case of cohouses, this does not mean for certain that all self-sufficient residents always travel 
less than average. (ibid.)  

 

5.3.1 Self-built homes  

A British study from 2010 investigating the potential for eco-self-build communities as a viable option 
in housing development, states that eco-self-build community development can offer significant 
potential for reducing carbon emissions. Eco-self-build community projects can easily achieve similar 
emission savings as those likely to be achieved through the UK Government’s zero carbon homes 
initiative. (Broer and Titheridge 2010) Hagbert (2016) argues that the role of people as residents and 
co-creators is a main factor of resource use in the built environment. Individual differences in 
behaviour with respect to the home environment have for example been found to be a main indicator 
of the variation in energy usage at home. However, the current mainstream development offers few 
relevant alternatives for residents reporting an interest in living in less resource-intensive ways. (ibid.)  
 
According to the British study, homebuyers in the UK are interested in living in a sustainable housing 
development, and a bit over 60 percent of UK residents are interested in building their own home 
(Broer and Titheridge 2010). In Germany, residents forming communities and building a multifamily 
house together, called baugemainschaften6, is popular. The residents taking the initiative to build their 
home themselves makes them more influential over the final result, and sharing the work of building 
and maintaining the baugemeinschaft creates a strong sense of community, which is likely reinforced 
between the residents. (Sundberg 2014) In the UK, the residents take the initiative to build their home 
themselves as well. However, the supply of sustainable and self-build community homes is 
constrained by both the availability of land where planners are open to this sort of development 

                                                           

 

 

6Bogemenskap in Swedish.  
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located where the demand exists, as well as the lack of companies offering frameworks for self-built 
homes. (Broer and Titheridge 2010)  

The study found that as many UK residents who prefer to move into a completed home, as many are 
interested in completing the interior and having some input in the construction of the home, but find 
building a whole home themselves too challenging. This gave rise to the study’s suggestion for 
companies to offer semi-self-built apartments, meaning a company construct a shell of walls and 
floors and the future residents finalize the apartment themselves. For semi-self-built apartments, 
companies are suggested to offer a framework and structure which ensures that minimum 
sustainability and design criteria are achieved. This is to help the future residents make decisions and 
compare different solutions to each other, while at the same time maintaining the sustainability goals 
of the project. Not all decisions are thus left for the future residents to decide themselves. The study 
also points out that it is important to create a culture where the residents feel encouraged, but not 
forced, to go further than the minimum criteria. A tight legal structure that ensures that the set 
framework is followed is suggested as an important mean to avoid potential problems. The study 
however adds that not only including plots for self-building, but also offering self-finish and completed 
sustainable homes within the project would create greater appeal to the majority of homebuyers in 
the UK. (Broer and Titheridge 2010)  

 

5.3.2 Food production  

In a study concerning self-sufficiency in the Stockholm area in Sweden, a small-scale farm was 
concluded being able to supply 66-82 people depending on diet, assuming an average energy 
requirement of 2500 kcal per person and day. The farm consisted of 8 ha arable land, 3,5 ha pasture, 
5,5 ha meadow land, and 18 ha forest land of which 10,5 ha were grazed. (Johansson 2013) This 
means an average of approximately 0,4ha (4000m2) per person would be required for self-sufficient 
food production in Sweden. 4000m2 per person for cultivation is perhaps not reasonable in an urban 
environment, but although complete self-sustainability within the urban environment may be hard to 
achieve, Hagbert (2017) argues even providing accommodations which allows for some degree of self-
sufficiency will allow residents to live less consuming lifestyles.  

A life cycle assessment conducted in California, U.S., modelling the potential for alternative household 
vegetable gardens to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, concluded emissions could be reduced by 
over 2kg CO2e per 1kg produced vegetables. Amounting to a reduction of approximately 100kg per 
person and year. The calculations were based on 18,7m2 of vegetable garden, and emission reductions 
were calculated for: reduction of lawn area (replaced by the garden); reduction of vegetables 
purchased; reduction in amount of greywater exported to treatment facilities (diverted to the garden); 
and reduction in amount of household organic waste exported to treatment facilities combined with 
composting organic household waste for use in the garden. (Cleveland et al. 2017) Although lawns are 
not too common in urban environments, and food cultivation may be more productive in California 
than in Sweden in general, the study shows the potential food cultivation has in reducing residents’ 
emissions. The study also states that this type of garden could be used in an urban environment with 
multifamily houses as e.g. a single shared garden, multiple smaller gardens, or community gardens 
(ibid.).  

Providing residents with the possibility to grow their own food is today a popular practice within more 
environmentally focused development projects around the world. In Sweden, examples of such 
projects are Stockholm Royal Seaport (SRS) and Malmö Greenhouse. One of the environmental criteria 
in SRS for the area Brofästet, which is currently being constructed, is to design courtyards in a way so 
that it inspires and invites residents to outdoor activities, with the examples of gardening, cultivation 
and play (Exploateringskontoret 2014). SRS uses a scoring system to decide the amount of green area 
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for each construction plot, where the possibility for the residents to engage in cultivation and the 
planting of fruit trees and bushes in the courtyards give high scores. In SRS the possibility for urban 
farming is provided by either roof-farming, cultivation in the courtyards, or cultivation on each 
resident’s private balcony. (Stockholms stad 2016a)  

In the tenement building Malmö Greenhouse a focus area is cultivation and urban farming. On the 
roof a 200m2 terrace is provided for common cultivation together with a greenhouse. On the 
building’s 14th floor is a common conservatory for winter storage of plants. Every apartment has a 
20m2 balcony or patio with 11m2 dedicated for cultivation, equipped with a water tap and floor drain, 
and where half of the balcony have glass walls for possible cultivation during winter. (MKB 
FASTIGHETS AB 2017a; MKB FASTIGHETS AB 2017c) Further, all apartments have a small room indoors 
dedicated for bringing up new plants and cultivation (MKB FASTIGHETS AB 2017b). Education, 
workshops and seminars on cultivation and sustainable lifestyles are also provided to the residents 
(MKB FASTIGHETS AB 2015).  

In the sustainability project HSB Living Labs in Gothenburg a hen house was introduced in March 2017 
to minimize the resident’s food waste. The hens will be fed with the residents’ food waste to illustrate 
the value of food by displaying the chain from food waste to feed to egg. Besides minimizing food 
waste the project also hope to create community between the residents of the building. What the 
actual effects of the project are will be examined in May 2017. (Chalmers Tekniska Högskola AB 2017)  

 

5.4 Individual Measurements and Cap-systems  
Individual measurements are as mentioned in chapter 3.4.1 “Nudging” a popular tool within planning 
practices today to encourage inhabitants to decrease their energy and water consumption. It is for 
example used in Sweden in Stockholm Royal Seaport (Exploateringskontoret 2014) and Malmö 
Greenhouse (MKB FASTIGHETS AB 2017a). However, current individual measurement methods have 
been criticised. For example, the introduction of individual measurement in Stockholm’s poorer areas 
(miljonprogramsområden) reduced the resident’s consumption, but when introduced in the more 
affluent and environmentally profiled area Hammarby Sjöstad, the consumption went up (Hagbert 
2017). According to Hagbert (2017) this is because the residents in Hammarby Sjöstad in general feel 
they are quite environmentally friendly, and therefore when they get a price tag on their 
consumption, instead of trying to save money and resources by reducing their consumption, they feel 
they are granted to indulge in a little bit more e.g. warm water. In this case the nudge can be said to 
have backfired.  

Further, the tariff systems for individual measurement today are based on how much the average 
person consume. But if people have a different culture around e.g. water, live more crowded than 
average, spend more time at home due to e.g. unemployment, or shower at the gym instead of home, 
the comparison to an average consumption becomes off. Only measuring resource consumption at 
home provides an incomplete understanding of people’s consumption habits. To reduce consumption 
habits, there is a need to look at people’s everyday lives, and their economic activity. How can the 
connections and interactions in everyday life be understood? Instead of fragmenting living, working, 
dropping the kids of at kindergarten, etc. Energy usage from households are calculated in one place, 
and from other sectors in other places, but the whole picture is missing due to the way we measure 
consumption today. (Hagbert 2017)  
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5.4.1 Svalna  

In order to provide consumers with a broader picture of their climate impact and suggestions for how 
to reduce it, the web-service www.svalna.se arose in collaboration between Västra Götaland Region, 
Chalmers University, and the municipality of Gothenburg (Andersson 2016). The user is required to 
answer a few questions, to determine a climate profile, and to register their bank account in order to 
get a picture of his/her greenhouse gas emissions from a consumption perspective. The user also gets 
tailor made suggestions on how to reduce their emissions, and can compare their results to averages 
in different nations. (Svalna 2017) Emissions can be tracked a year back in time, and different months 
as well as different consumption categories can be compared. If the user wants, campaigns can be 
joined to try a new lifestyle for a shorter period. It is also possible for the user to see his / her needed 
annual greenhouse gas emission reductions in to reach one ton of greenhouse gas emissions per year 
by 2050. (Andersson 2016)  

The service is for free, and if the user chooses to connect his/her bank account to the service, each 
transaction is automatically classified. Inputted, registry and transactions data from the user’s bank 
statements are combined with estimates of CO2e per monetary unit from an environmentally 
extended input-output analysis, and thus provides an assessment of the user’s emissions from 
consumption of goods and services. The service is currently being beta-tested, and the municipality of 
Gothenburg plans to use the service as a platform to connect with individuals who are devoted to live 
more sustainably. (Andersson 2016) Andersson (2016) believes that if the comparison feature is 
extended to allow for comparison with local communities and friends, who could be identified through 
social networks, this would add to the dynamic of comparison, possible competition with others, and 
self-efficacy, e.g. evaluating emission reductions in the last month. In general people like to compare 
with their neighbours favourably, especially when social values are involved (Thaler and Sunstein 
2009). Further, data on residential type and vehicle that the user owns could be matched to improve 
the accuracy of the suggestions for reduction (Andersson 2016). The idea with the service is apart 
from creating opportunities for research, to “spread knowledge and understanding of climate and 
sustainability issues” (ibid., 26), to ultimately bring about new, more sustainable, routines. If the user 
is continuously provided with feedback on consumption, information on different activities’ 
environmental impacts, and can compare personal emissions, this will according to Andersson (2016) 
hopefully change the users’ understanding of what is desirable and fruitful.  

 

5.4.2 Cap-systems  

According to Hagbert (2017) there are development projects which have discussed providing the 
future inhabitants with a cap-system for emissions. In order to go from counting kWh / m2 to kWh / 
person and year, each inhabitant would be given a set amount of greenhouse gas emissions or energy 
which they could maximum use each month or year (ibid.).  

This form of cap-system could be combined with self-build homes, and reconceptualise what a home 
entails. From the set amount of emissions or energy the future inhabitants could themselves decide if 
they want to spend it on the size of the apartment, or on home appliances. For example, someone 
who is a raw food vegan and likes yoga, may prefer a larger apartment, but can do without the stove. 
In this way, the building industry would move away from the assumption that there have to be a set of 
everything in every home. While at the same time avoid more of everything in every home, which may 
also be a result of inhabitants having the opportunity to self-build. (Hagbert 2017) 

 

http://www.svalna.se/
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5.5 Green Leases  
The California Sustainability Alliance program (2017a) define green leasing as:   

“the integration of energy and water efficiency, emissions reduction, waste 
minimization and other sustainability objectives throughout the entire commercial 
leasing process.”   

The founding idea of green leases is to create a commitment between the landlord and tenant to 
enhance the property's overall environmental performance. For a green lease agreement to work, the 
landlord and tenant have to cooperate. (Fastighetsägarna 2012) The tenants are often given the right 
to decide about landlords performing their maintenance duties in specific ways, as well as about 
alterations in core and shell improvements. Whereas landlords are given the right to decide the type 
of materials and equipment a tenant is allowed to use in its office space, as well as demand that the 
tenant complies with programs such as recycling and resource conservation. (California Sustainability 
Alliance 2017a) Vasakronan was the first company in Sweden to offer green leases according to their 
website (Vasakronan 2017b), and green leases have existed internationally for several years (Junedahl 
2013). However, most guides for green leases that exist today focus on leases for commercial 
buildings such as offices (U.S. Department of Energy 2017; CRIBE 2017; California Sustainability 
Alliance 2017b; REALpac 2010).  

For green leases for rental apartments the lease can be provided in the form of an appendix to the 
existing lease, and can either be legally binding or act only as an agreement. If the green lease is 
legally binding the tenant risks eviction if the green lease is violated. However, a violation may be hard 
to prove for the landlord. (Junedahl 2013) For a green lease to work optimally, Junedahl (2013) just 
like Fastighetsägarna (2012), points to cooperation and informational exchange between the landlord 
and tenants. Junedahl (2013) suggests green leases for rental apartments to require the tenant to 
have a water consumption within a proposed range; have a green electricity contract; participate in 
educational programs; inform the landlord of any difficulties with the practical implementation of the 
green lease; actively participate in follow-up meetings; as well as follow through with environmental 
investment commitments which have been agreed upon. The landlord should educate and inform the 
tenants, to increase their commitment and willingness to live a more sustainable lifestyle. Start-up 
meetings are suggested, where the landlord can inform the tenants about what the green lease entails 
in practice, as well as give practical advice. Further education through study visits, or additional 
environmental education every year, in order for the work with green leases to progress is also 
suggested. (ibid.) For the landlord to get help informing and engaging tenants, Junedahl (2013) 
suggests appointing one or more environmental ambassadors for each residential area. They would be 
appointed on a voluntary basis, with the task of participating in educational programs, inform and 
provide advice to the tenants, as well as organize local groups engaging in sustainability practices 
(ibid.). Further Junedahl (2013) suggests providing the new residents with a start-up kit when they sign 
the green lease, aimed at encouraging the resident to a more sustainable lifestyle.  

To encourage tenants to renew their green lease every year Junedahl (2013) suggests providing 
rewards from the landlord, such as a reduction of the rent. However, these cannot exceed 999 SEK per 
year, or they will be regarded an income by Swedish Skatteverket according to Junedahl (2013). 
Junedahl (2013) also points out that tenants may request a change of terms in the green lease, and if 
there are only a few residents covered by the agreement, it will be easier for the change of terms to 
be granted than if all tenants are affiliated. Therefore, it may be easier to create a conceptual 
residence covered by the green lease, which would attract residents with an environmental interest, 
and an interest to maintain the green lease (ibid.).  

There exist at least two green lease systems in Sweden today designed for rental apartments: Grön 
Bostad, owned by ByggVesta AB and AFA Fastigheter, and Malmö Greenhouse owned by MKB 
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Fastigheter. Grön Bostad’s green leases does not really consist of an appendix green lease, but is 
rather a concept for environmentally advanced buildings with rental apartments. The buildings are 
energy efficient, provide well sorted waste recycling facilities, and some apartments have garbage 
disposers in the sink, or automated vacuum waste collection systems (Grön Bostad 2017a). To get an 
apartment from Grön Bostad there are no specific requirements which have to be fulfilled, the major 
difference from other rentals in Sweden is that heat, water and electricity are individually billed. Grön 
Bostad also reserve the right to ultimately choose the tenant. (ibid.) The leasing is managed by 
ByggVesta, and their general policy for leasing applies to Grön Bostad’s apartments (Grön Bostad 
2017b).  

Malmö Greenhouse however, have a supplementary green lease agreement to the original lease 
agreement. Vacancies are advertised on boplatssyd.se, but apartments are not only assigned based on 
the number of que-days at BoplatsSyd, but also based on specific interest in the Greenhouse concept. 
(MKB FASTIGHETS AB 2017c) To get an apartment in Malmö Greenhouse the possible future tenant 
has to report an interest in the apartment, answer a questionnaire, and if the possible future tenant’s 
answers correspond to Malmö Greenhous’s set criteria, the tenant is called to a mandatory 
information meeting. Those participating in the meeting are then prioritized according to the number 
of que-days. (MKB FASTIGHETS AB 2017d) This process is viewed as a couple of additions to the 
Swedish ques system for apartments, but does not circumvent the system (Persson Boonkaew 2017).  

Malmö Greenhouse’s supplementary green lease agreement, which have to be signed when a tenant 
gets an apartment, mandates the tenant to: test and use the solutions for a more sustainable lifestyle 
provided; participate in surveys about their lifestyle; use the balcony / patio to cultivate; participate in 
joint activities and common cultivation opportunities; live energy-smart and have a low energy 
consumption; produce as little waste as possible and recycle. Further the lease mandates the tenant 
to reduce their car travel in the city. (MKB FASTIGHETS AB 2015) MKB Fastigheter have however not 
yet investigated what would happen if a tenant were to violate the green lease (Persson Boonkaew 
2017). For a further description of Malmö Greenhouse, see chapter 6.1.2 “Malmö Greenhouse” under 
“Practical Cases”.   
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6 Practical Cases   
This chapter presents the key findings of practically implemented development projects, which uses 
methods to through the built environment reduce inhabitant’s emissions of greenhouse gases caused 
by consumption. In chapter 7 “Suggested Concepts and Inspiration” some of the key insights are 
analysed with regard to the objectives of the Norra Kymlinge project, and possible inspirational 
suggestions are presented and discussed. As with the conceptual cases, several practical cases have 
been studied, but only a few cases were chosen for a more in-depth study based on both availability of 
data and possible applicability in Kymlinge. The practical cases presented below are: Swedish eco-
cities and research projects, as well as cohousing.  

 

6.1 Swedish Eco-Cities and Research Projects  
Below follows a short description of current Swedish eco-city projects and research projects relevant 
for this thesis, with highlighted key points. The cases presented below are: Stockholm Royal Seaport, 
Malmö Greenhouse, and HSB Living Lab in Gothenburg.  

 

6.1.1 Stockholm Royal Seaport (SRS)  

Stockholm Royal Seaport (SRS) is an eco-city district located along the East coast of Stockholm city, 
where a total of 12 000 new homes and 35 000 new jobs are planned (Stockholms stad 2017a). One of 
the overarching goals of the city district is to be a role model for sustainable urban development 
(Stockholms stad 2017b). Constructions started in May 2011, and the area is planned to be fully 
developed and fossil fuel free by 2030. By 2020 the greenhouse gas emissions from the city is planned 
to fall short of 1,5 ton per person and year. (Stockholms stad 2017a) The project is supported by the 
Clinton Climate Initiative, which aims to demonstrate how sustainable growth and climate positive 
development can be combined (i.e. decoupling), and requires a net emission of greenhouse gases less 
than zero (Delegationen för hållbara städer 2017). SRS have however been criticised for not using 
consumption-based methods to calculate greenhouse gas emissions (Wangel 2013; Hult 2017), and 
Wangel (2013) argues that the emission targets are therefore misguiding, and that the sustainability 
concept of the area is marketed on false premises.  

SRS is divided into smaller areas with different construction phases. Each phase is characterized by its 
own environmental requirements, which are tightened for every phase. One of the areas in SRS 
currently under construction is called Brofästet, where residents are to move in in 2018-2019. The 
area for which updated environmental requirements are under development is called Södra Värtan, 
where constructions are planned to begin in 2019. (Stockholms stad 2017c; Stockholms stad 2017d; 
Salmhofer 2017)  

The environmental requirements currently in use include low energy demand per m2; mandatory 
production of solar energy or solar heat; specific requirements of material usage in order to phase out 
harmful substances, minimize heat island effects and maximize storm water treatment; certification 
according to Miljöbyggnad; a maximum of 20 kg/m2 waste during the construction process; limited 
parking spaces for cars of 0,5 cars per apartment; and a minimum of 2,5 parking spaces for bikes per 
apartment. Further, depending on the size of the plot a certain amount of green area must be 
provided, where size and functionality as storm water treatment of the green area is decided 
according to a scoring system. (Exploateringskontoret 2014) A focus can here be seen towards the first 
and second category of lifestyle as defined in chapter 3.5 “Lifestyle”.  
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One of the district’s goals is roughly translated to “easy to do the right thing” (Stockholms stad 2016b; 
Delegationen för hållbara städer 2017), and nudging practices aimed at getting the residents to live 
more sustainable can be noted through several planning decisions and requirements. Some measures 
to live up to the goal “easy to do the right thing” include: garbage disposers in the sink for easy 
disposal and reuse of biodegradable waste; automated vacuum waste collection systems; and few 
parking spaces for cars, but several for bicycles. Individual measurement of water and electricity in the 
apartments are also used, as well as information spreading through theme-evenings, open house 
activities, introductory evenings for new residents, etc. (Stockholms stad 2016b; Salmhofer 2017). 
Further, car pools are encouraged, and car pool cars are allowed to park alongside roads within the 
district, which other cars are not. For Södra Värtan there are also currently ideas of constructing a 
central parking garage for all cars in the area, to make the walking distance longer than the distance to 
public transport. (Salmhofer 2017) Thus, the current focus of SRS seems to be towards the first and 
second category of lifestyle as defined in chapter 3.5 “Lifestyle”, although individual measurement and 
information spreading could be viewed as nudging-tactics tending towards the third category.  

According to Stockholm stad, SRS aim to be available to all socio-economic groups, and rental 
apartments and condominiums are constructed 50/50. So far 58 percent of the constructed 
apartments are condominiums, 34 percent rentals, and 8 percent student apartments. (Salmhofer 
2017; Stockholms stad 2016b) However, the district has been criticised for only providing living 
accommodations for the middle-class, due to the high prices of both rentals and condominiums 
(Wangel 2013; Hult 2017). The middle-class’ lifestyles can be claimed far from sustainable (Wangel 
2013; Hult 2017; Andersson 2016), and if included in the climate goals of the district, the goals would 
most likely not be reached.  

Further the district is also criticised for only providing large apartments, and if inhabited by smaller 
families this entails a high energy-demand per person, despite a low energy demand per m2 (Wangel 
2013). Stockholms stad has acknowledged that there is an issue with the size of the apartments, and 
plan to hold a space-efficiency competition for the constructions companies before they are assigned 
plots within the district Södra Värtan. The space-efficiency competition entails selling land to the 
construction company which provides the blue-prints for the most space-efficiently planned 
apartment building. (Salmhofer 2017)  

Hagbert (2017) criticise not the size of the apartments in SRS, but the layout and how they are 
planned. She states that the way the apartments are planned and built today do not question today’s 
norms of what a home entails. The home is today perceived as a place of social interaction, but social 
interaction can be expressed in different ways. One form of social interaction in the home can for 
example be on job basis, such as inviting friends over for the weekend to work in the garden. 
However, today’s representative social interaction is consumption focused, which becomes physically 
integrated into the plan solutions for the apartments and areas, and are lock in. It is hard to use the 
newly built apartments for anything other than that which they are ‘programmed’ for. (ibid.) Hagbert 
(2017) argues that constructing dense city districts and using more environmentally friendly material is 
great, however, to provide for sustainable lifestyles only changing a few parameters within the build 
environment is not enough, today’s norms of what constitutes a ‘good home’ have to be questioned. 
The build environment has to provide space for sharing and collaborative consumption, as well as 
different degrees of self-sufficiency, rather than assuming a set of everything in every home and 
encouraging today’s consumption focused, representative social interaction (ibid.).  

According to one of the environmental coordinators for SRS, Christina Salmhofer (2017), they hope to 
see more sharing infrastructure within the district in the future. Currently as far as she knows there 
are no common laundry rooms, bike kitchens, rooms for tool pools, etc. within the buildings. It is up to 
the construction companies themselves to decide structure and layout of the apartments and 
buildings. However, Stockholms stad hope to be able to influence the layout through the space-
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efficiency competition, and hope one of the effects of the competition will be common laundry rooms. 
Currently Stockholms stad is arranging pop-up reuse containers a few times a year in SRS; they 
organized clothing exchange days; favour open courtyards and aim to form public spaces to invite for 
social meetings; and in two years’ time they plan to see a reuse room constructed in the area 
(Salmhofer 2017). Contrary to the existing nudging tactics, here a focus towards the third category of 
lifestyle as defined in chapter 3.5 “Lifestyle” can be seen, and it seems SRS has started addressing this 
category.  

 

6.1.2 Malmö Greenhouse  

Malmö Greenhouse is a tenement building in the city of Malmö owned by MKB Fastigheter. The 
building is according to MKB Fastigheter themselves, “one of Sweden's foremost development 
projects within energy, environmental technology, urban cultivation, lifestyle and social community” 
[author’s translation] (MKB FASTIGHETS AB 2017a, 2). The idea with the project is to provide 
apartments where “it is easy to do the right thing” (ibid., 2).  

The building is certified according to the highest level of Miljöbyggnad and Passivhus Feby, the roof 
consists of a green roof and 200m2 solar cells. Electricity, water and waste is individually measured 
and displayed on a tablet in each apartment. (MKB FASTIGHETS AB 2017a) According to Hagbert 
(2017), apart for individual measurement, other nudging practices have been abundantly used and the 
project have truly taken the phrase “easy to do the right thing” seriously. For example, through the 
tablet residents can also assign their own reduction goals and compare to the average consumption 
within the building (MKB FASTIGHETS AB 2017a). Next to the entrance of every apartment is a switch 
which allows the residents to turn off lights and ventilation in the apartment, called ‘home/away 
button’. In the building is a laundry room designed to some extent to work as a social meeting point, 
where neighbours can do their laundry at the same time. Malmö Greenhouse also provides a lot of 
parking spaces for bikes, a cargo bike pool, a bicycle workshop with tools and instructions, as well as 
lockable cabinets for electric bike batteries where they can be charged. Tenancy in Malmö 
Greenhouse further comes with a free subscription to the building’s electric carpool for five years. 
(MKB FASTIGHETS AB 2017a; MKB FASTIGHETS AB 2017c) A focus area for Malmö Greenhouse is 
cultivation and urban farming as described in chapter 5.3.2 “Food production” under “Conceptual 
Cases”. Compared to SRS, nudging-tactics used in Malmö Greenhouse shows a greater focus towards 
the third category of lifestyle.  

Hagbert suggests in an interview (2017) for the Norra Kymlinge project to take inspiration from Malmö 
Greenhouse’s nudging tactics, especially the easy waste sorting system. However, she criticises the 
floor plan used in Greenhouse, and adds that “easy to do the right thing” is a good base, but in order 
to reach sustainable lifestyles more have to be done (ibid.). In Greenhouse however, not everything is 
inspired by the slogan “easy to do the right thing”. When signing the lease agreement, a 
supplementary green lease agreement have to be signed as well (MKB FASTIGHETS AB 2017c). The 
green lease mandates the tenant to among other things cultivate and live energy-smart, and clearly 
addresses the third category of lifestyle. For a further description of Malmö Greenhouse’s green lease, 
see chapter 5.5 “Green Leases” under “Conceptual Cases”.  
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6.1.3 HSB Living Lab  

HSB Living Lab is an apartment building located at Chalmers University campus in Gothenburg, and will 
be there for the coming 10 years (HSB Living Lab 2017a). The building is constructed out of 44 
modules in steel and is meant to be able to be dismantled (HSB Living Lab 2017a; HSB Living Lab 
2017b). A focus of the building is that it is flexible, and most things can be replaced to test various 
materials and solutions. The building consists of a residential section with homes, and an exhibition 
section with offices, meeting rooms, a showroom, a laundry room, etc. Various research projects 
testing new materials and surveys concerning behaviour are planned to be going on while students 
live in the building. (HSB Living Lab 2017b) 

The aim of the project is to create knowledge for a better understanding of a more sustainable 
lifestyle in the home. Innovations are to be created and tested on site to help enhance the quality of 
present and future homes and buildings. One of the fundamental questions for the project is: How 
should we live in the future? (HSB Living Lab 2017b) The interaction between behaviour and 
technology are to be explored in HSB Living Lab, and a goal of the project is to develop knowledge 
both about technology which conserves resources, as well as about how people through behaviour 
and lifestyle choices can reduce resource use. (HSB Living Lab 2017a) Based on the aim of the project, 
a focus can be seen in HSB Living Lab on the third category of lifestyle, as defined in chapter 3.5 
“Lifestyle”.  

An ongoing research project in the building is to analyse and investigate how to improve consumer 
behaviour in laundry rooms. The project is mapping existing behaviour of the residents and studies 
behavioural changes. Human behaviour in laundry rooms is stated to cause both large-scale waste of 
water, electricity, and textiles, as well as avoidable emissions of pollutants and greenhouse gases. 
Together with the project, a ‘fresh-air closet’ has also been developed: a closet where the clothes that 
have been used but do not have to be washed yet can be hanged. Fresh air is circulated within the 
closet, which refreshes the clothes and reduces the number of washings, saving water and energy. 
(HSB Living Lab 2017a) However, Living Lab is currently in its start-up phase, and the studies have not 
yet produced any scientific results (Peters 2017), a survey of how the residents perceive the fresh-air 
closets, and if it has reduced their laundry needs will be carried out in May 2017 (Nikinosheri 2017).  

To create optimal solutions for future collaborative spaces the interaction between people is also 
studied, and a question posed on HSB’s website for Living Lab is if the laundry room and community 
hall can be joined in a common room, which includes other activities besides only doing the laundry? 
(HSB Living Lab 2017a) According to Hagbert (2017) an idea with HSB Living Lab from the beginning 
was to test what can be shared and what must be kept private in the home, as well as challenge the 
boundaries for what we believe we can share. However, this idea seems to have disappeared among 
everything else tested in the project. Instead a focus can be seen on automatization, using sensors for 
measurements, etc. (ibid.)  

Another ongoing project which HSB Living Labs writes about on their homepage is the Bio-blend. It is 
installed under the sink and treats food waste to increase the collection of biological waste for 
compost or biogas production. Sensors send information to a web page where the resident can see 
both how much food waste has been sorted, and the environmental impacts. The project will explore 
the potential benefits of having a bio-gas facility integrated in the house, and aims to provide a better 
understanding of the user experience of having a food mill in the sink for sorting food waste. (HSB 
Living Lab 2017a) To minimize food waste from the residents, HSB Living Labs has also constructed a 
hen house (Chalmers Tekniska Högskola AB 2017), as described in chapter 5.3.2 “Food production” 
under “Conceptual Cases”.  
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6.2 Cohousing   
Presented below are the policies and practices of the cohouses Färdknäppen and KomBo, which have 
been studied more in-depth for this thesis. Färdknäppen was chosen as a case study because 
greenhouse gas emissions from the resident’s lifestyles have been quantified in a study by Sundberg 
(2014), and the results in that study are relevant for this thesis. KomBo was chosen because it is a 
modern cohouse currently being planned, where the initiator is not an association or community, but 
the project was initiated by the construction company Järntorget together with the architecture firm 
Utopia Arkitekter. This makes the project somewhat unique as well as more applicable for Vasakronan 
and the project Norra Kymlinge.  

 

6.2.1 Färdknäppen  

Färdknäppen is a cohouse located on Södermalm in Stockholm. It was constructed in 1993 in 
collaboration between the initiators (the future tenants), who formed a cohousing association, and 
the company AB Familjebostäder. (Färdknäppen 2017a; Kollektivhus NU 2017b) During the planning 
process the initiators had difficulties convincing the architect and developer about their special needs 
and requests, such as smaller kitchens in the apartments than what was allowed by the housing norms 
at the time. The building is today a multifamily house of 7 stories and 43 rental apartments. (Sundberg 
2014) The apartments are fully equipped 1, 2 and 3-room apartments and range in sizes from 37m2 to 
75m2. The ground floor provides an entrance, the kitchen, a dining room, a common room with a 
library and sewing area, the laundry room, a weaving room as well as a hobby room which also 
functions as a workshop. Färdknäppen also has a common room at the top of the building with a 
fireplace and a roof terrace. In the basement, there is a collective storage room, private storages, a 
root cellar, a gym with sauna and a photo lab. In the building there is also a shared office with 
computers and a copier, as well as three guest rooms. (Färdknäppen 2017a) Behind the building is a 
small common garden with a lawn, flowerbed, apple and cherry trees as well as a boule path and 
bicycle parking spaces (Färdknäppen 2017b). In total the building make up 2661m2, of which 345m2 
are shared spaces (Sundberg 2014).  

Two criteria to get an apartment in Färdknäppen today are that the tenant is over 40 years old, and do 
not have any kids living at home. Being able to grow old in the house, and not being alone after all 
children have moved out, was the founding idea of Färdknäppen. (Sundberg 2014) According to 
Färdknäppen’s website, Färdknäppen is a home for different ages, and ideally half of the tenants are 
still working and half are retired. Those working add an energy to the house, and get service from the 
senior citizens in return, who have more time to spend on the household. (Färdknäppen 2017a) 
Currently, the average age is around 70 years, and about 80 percent of the residents are women and 
20 percent men (Sundberg 2014). A 2-room apartment of 55m2 in 2017 costs 7992SEK per month. The 
costs for the shared space is proportionally distributed among the apartments, so 7992SEK is the price 
for 55m2 private apartment and 8m2 shared space. (Färdknäppen 2017a) In order to get an apartment 
in Färdknäppen when there is a vacancy, the future tenant already have to be a member of the 
cohouse association without living in the house. The contract is given to the member who is 
considered the most suitable match for maintaining the social structures in the community, where age 
and gender are determining factors. Members in the association who do not have an apartment can 
still participate in the communal activities, such as cooking. (Sundberg 2014)  

Apart from sharing the responsibility for cooking in the cohouse, members also share other 
responsibilities of the household along with garden maintenance. Further, members in the association 
arrange study circles, excursions, movie nights, etc. for each other. (Färdknäppen 2017a) Generally 
dinner is cooked collectively every weekday, and there are six cooking teams responsible for planning, 
shopping, cooking and doing the dishes. To participate in the collective dinner a member must register 
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beforehand, and pay a subsidized fee for the dinner. Leftovers are sold as lunchboxes the following 
day for about half the dinner price. Usually the landlord Familjebostäder takes care of garden 
maintenance, but since the residents takes care of this themselves, they are payed a compensation 
which the association use to subsidies dinners for members. The communal dinners are considered a 
very important part of the community, and the association wants everyone to be able to afford 
participating. The electricity use in Färdknäppen is lower per person than average in Sweden, which is 
partially due to the communal cooking, which is more energy efficient than every household cooking 
by themselves. However, the biggest source of greenhouse gas emissions for residents in Färdknäppen 
is the consumption of foodstuff, where the level is similar to the Swedish average, amounting to 1,6 
ton per person and year. (Sundberg 2014) According to Sundberg (2014) the level of emissions from 
foodstuffs could be almost halved if no meat were consumed. This relation does not only apply for 
cohousing, but Sundberg (2014) argues the knowledge of the environmental impact of different diets 
may increase easier through communal cooking.  

Unofficial sharing of things is common within Färdknäppen, but there also exist organized sharing such 
as the workshop with tools and garden equipment, shared computers and the copier in the communal 
office. A library group is responsible for new books and subscriptions for magazines and newspapers 
which are shared, and in the garbage room there is a section for reuse. Within the community there is 
in general a good climate for sharing private belonging as well. However, when quantified, there is no 
significant differences in emissions from total consumption of household related goods compared to 
the Swedish average. (Sundberg 2014) This according to Sundberg (2014) may be due to the higher 
consumption of household equipment, since all the apartments have its own kitchen, which together 
with the communal kitchen equals more kitchen facilities in total than average. Further, it is common 
among tenants in Färdknäppen to own items privately, besides the communal access to corresponding 
items, such as computers and TVs (ibid.).  

The total floor area per person in Färdknäppen is lower than the average in Sweden, the lower energy 
use per person for heating and electricity combined with the lower energy used for cooking results in 
a total of 1 ton less greenhouse gas emissions per person and year for residents in Färdknäppen 
compared to the Swedish average (Sundberg 2014). In his study, Sundberg (2014) tests different 
scenarios for lowering the emissions from residents in Färdknäppen further. By lowering the average 
floor area per tenant from the current 50m2, to the lower EU-average 34m2 per person, emissions are 
decreased with another 100 kg per person and year due to energy savings. When consumption of 
furniture and household equipment is lowered by 20 percent, combined with a decrease of 90 percent 
for consumption of books, magazines, radios, TVs, and computers, emissions are further decreased 
with 110 kg per person and year. (ibid.) Sundberg (2014) concludes that living in a cohouse is more 
climate friendly than living in a corresponding conventional house, and cohousing is presented as a 
way of living a bit more spacious without increasing a resident’s carbon footprint.  

According to Hagbert (2017) some researchers would argue living collaboratively affects more than 
just reduced floor area and energy efficiency. They state that living in a cohouse changes the residents 
attitude about consumption and travel, in general they live low-consuming lifestyles and do for 
example not fly. Only looking at the home does not provide the whole picture. (ibid.)  

 

6.2.2 KomBo  

A study conducted by United Minds et al. (2014) shows that 47 percent of inhabitants in Stockholm, 
age 18-35 years, would like to live with their friends. Yet, there are only 3 percent today of those who 
want to live together with friends who actually do live together with someone else, which according to 
Utopia Arkitekter (2017) most likely is because of the low market supply of appropriate apartments. 
Based on the study combined with an identified change in demand and target groups KomBo, a 
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concept for modern cohousing, was developed by Järntorget and Utopia Arkitekter (Hindersson 2014; 
Utopia Arkitekter 2017).  

The identified change in demand and target groups include according to Järntorget: the average urban 
resident does not live in a nuclear family today and probably never will; if people want to live with 
friends the homes produced today do not meet the market demand; and the economic reality for 
large groups of the population requires the construction of homes which people can actually afford 
(Hindersson 2014). According to Järntorget and Utopia Arkitekter there is today an increased interest 
for shared living, and a changed view of ownership in general. Today we borrow and share cars, bikes 
and clothes, the sharing trend is strong and according to Utopia, combining current changes in lifestyle 
together with a housing shortage, the sharing trend has started to affect our view of housing. 
Collective housing has been a popular form of housing for long, but in recent years, interest has risen 
sharply, there is a great demand, yet, according to Järntorget, the industry is unfortunately having 
difficulty coping with the change. However, only focusing on pushing down prices for housing 
production through reduced quality, standard and smaller apartments is no longer a viable path 
according to Utopia. KomBo instead aims to provide cost-effective accommodation without 
compromising the quality of housing, housing standards or accessibility. (Bergström 2014; Utopia 
Arkitekter 2017)  

In 2015 Järntoget was assigned land in Stadshagen, Kungsholmen in Stockholm for the KomBo project, 
and constructions are planned to begin in 2019 (Järntorget 2017). KomBo is a modern cohousing 
concept with large rental apartments which offer 3, 4 or 5 private well-insulated bedrooms, several 
bathrooms, a shared kitchen with private storage spaces, large shared social spaces, and private 
storages of around 1m2 (Järntorget 2017; Utopia Arkitekter 2017). A 4-room apartment will for 
example be 105m2 (equivalent of 26m2 per person), of which 9m2 is the private bedroom. Every 
apartment will also have a 15m2 balcony. The project includes three buildings with a total of 25-28 
apartments and around 100-112 tenants. (Utopia Arkitekter 2017)  

Utopia Arkitekter (2017) point out that the larger apartments provide the opportunity to construct 
housing for more people in more noise polluted areas, since all the bedrooms in larger apartments can 
more easily be placed along the quiet side of the building. The KomBo project can therefore be built in 
locations where residential buildings with smaller apartments would otherwise not be considered. This 
entails not only more housing per square meter, but also in more attractive locations. (ibid.)  

Since the apartments are designed from the beginning to be shared, smart solutions can be 
implemented and the layout optimized according to Utopia Arkitekter (2017). To create the best 
possible conditions to curb both practical and social challenges historically associated with cohousing, 
the apartments provide several toilets and shower rooms, as well as several smaller refrigerators and 
freezers with pantries. The bedrooms are lockable and soundproof, to create a clear private sphere 
where tenants can stay undisturbed even when noisy activities are going on in the common spaces. 
The bedroom area is secluded and directly adjacent to the bathrooms and toilets, so that the tenants 
easily can choose whether they want to be involved in joint activities or stay private. The kitchen and 
bathrooms are located in a central core which is easy to move around. On the opposite side of the 
bathrooms, from the bedroom area, is the common living room which include the kitchen, dining area 
and a seating area. The living room is adjacent to the apartment's entrance and the larger communal 
balcony. (ibid.)  

According to Utopia Arkitekter (2017), shared living also means lower housing costs in forms of lower 
rent, insurance, TV, electricity, newspaper subscriptions and internet. An estimated total cost 
reduction for residents in a KomBo apartment amounts to approximately 1500SEK per month and 
person (ibid.). There are also social advantages to living collectively. In small apartments it is hard to 
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have friends over, but in the KomBo apartments there are plenty of space to socialize thanks to the 
more efficient use of the surfaces. (Bergström 2014)  

The target group for the KomBo project is not only young people and students, but the project aim to 
meet the demand from all those who are tempted to live collectively. The project sees that there 
could be an interest from divorced, elderly, alternating residents, weekly commuters or people with 
similar interests, such as friends and sports clubs. (Utopia Arkitekter 2017) Each of the tenants will 
have their own lease with the property owner Järntorget. But if one person moves out of an 
apartment, the others living in the collective apartment will have a joint responsibility to arrange a 
replacement. (Hindersson 2014) The possibility to create a lease form that allows multiple people to 
share an apartment without the lease having to be linked to one specific individual will be investigated 
by Järntorget (Utopia Arkitekter 2017). In 2017 however, exactly how the personal renal leases will be 
formed had not yet been investigated (Söderström 2017). Martin Arkad, CEO at Järntorget, states in 
an interview that KomBo as a concept is also a part of the whole housing debate: building regulations 
must be rethought and adapted to reality. According to Boverket’s building regulations today, every 
bedroom in a KomBo apartment would for example have to be its own fire cell, and the requirement 
of a parental bedroom demands that each apartment larger than 55m2 would have to have a bedroom 
big enough for a double bed. (Hindersson 2014)  
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7 Suggested Concepts and Inspiration   
Vasakronan’s current project using Norra Kymlinge as an applied example, already has a comparatively 
solid and similar foundation to the theoretical framework and key concepts used in this thesis. 
However, a comparison of the project to the theoretical framework and key concepts have resulted in 
the identification of the lack of, or not clearly articulated, few concepts of sustainability which ought 
to be addressed in a project aiming to build a “district that is at the very forefront in urban 
sustainability”. Further, the analysis of conceptual and practical cases has produced several 
inspirational suggestions which could be used in the project to through the built environment 
decrease the inhabitants’ greenhouse gas emissions and consumption habits. All the suggestions are 
listed below in bullet points and are elaborated further down. At the end of this chapter some further 
nudging tactics and technological solutions which may also be of interest in the project are presented 
and discussed.  

Concepts of Sustainability:  

• A just allocation?  

• Consumption-based methods  

• Variety of housing types and sizes  

• “Hard to do the wrong thing”  

Inspirational Suggestions:  

• Collaborative living  

• Sharing infrastructure  

• Green leases  

• Food production  

• Personal measurement  

• Semi self-built apartments  

 

7.1 Concepts of Sustainability  
 

7.1.1 A just allocation?  

As described in “Theoretical Framework and Key Concepts”, an underlying framework for this thesis is 
the planetary boundaries as well as the idea to link reduction in resource use and demand to socio-
cultural dimensions, which the doughnut to some extent does. Since Vasakronan’s project defines 
sustainability as living within the planetary boundaries and the doughnut, the concept of sustainability 
used in this thesis and the project align to some extent.  

However, as brought up in the “Theoretical Framework and Key Concepts”, when dealing with the 
quantification of resources and limits, there is also the question of how these resources are allocated. 
This question is not articulated in Vasakronan’s project. A suggestion would therefore be for the 
project to question what allocation of resources is used, and what implications this allocation could 
have from a global environmental justice perspective. Would the project for example argue that it is 
fair for inhabitants in Norra Kymlinge to emit 1-2 tons of greenhouse gases per person and year? With 
the planetary boundary already transgressed (Rockström et al. 2009), and the Paris Agreement stating 
a commitment to limit the temperature increase even further (United Nations 2017a), would perhaps 
an even lower emission suit the project objectives better? Chancel and Piketty (2015) for example 
argue that contributors to emissions higher than the global average (including most individuals in 
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Sweden) should contribute more to efforts for reducing emissions than those contributing to 
emissions lower than the global average. According to the Norra Kymlinge project, new urban 
settlements must contribute more than they consume (Vasakronan 2017c), which in the case of 
greenhouse gas emissions could be interpreted as either limiting the inhabitants’ emissions, or the city 
sequestering more than what the inhabitants emit. However, if the case of limiting the inhabitants’ 
emissions is chosen, could it be argued just that inhabitants living in Norra Kymlinge would have to 
emit less than everyone else in Sweden or the global average? If the case of the city sequestering 
more than what the inhabitants emit is chosen, could it be argued just that the inhabitants privileged 
to live in Norra Kymlinge would be allowed to emit perhaps more than anyone else? In developing a 
concept at the very forefront in urban sustainability, the project admits to having a responsibility for 
the influence the project may have on the general level (Vasakronan 2017c). Being aware of this 
responsibility the project should take the precaution of making informed decisions and analyse the 
effects the decisions also may have on the general level.  

 

7.1.2 Consumption-based methods  

The Norra Kymlinge project clearly states a focus on not only the sustainability within the new 
community itself, but also on the relationship between the community and its global hinterland 
(Vasakronan 2017c), which, if followed through, would contribute to achieving the Swedish national 
generation target (Naturvårdsverket 2016i). The project acknowledges that from a consumption 
perspective, the emissions in Sweden has not decreased during the 21st century, merely been 
exported (Urban Minds 2016), but do not state that consumption-based methods will be used in their 
definition of sustainability. A second suggestion for the project is therefore to clearly state that all 
emissions related to the project will be quantified from a consumption-based perspective.  

To truly understand how the inhabitants living in Norra Kymlinge, and therefore the district itself, is 
affecting its global hinterland, all emissions caused by the inhabitants’ lifestyles should be calculated, 
including those from consumption habits. Of course, other emissions relating to the project should 
also be quantified from a consumption-based perspective, including e.g. the inherent emission 
account in construction material. Even if consumption-based calculated emissions from the 
inhabitants are compensated for, the district cannot achieve the aim of a ‘no net loss level’ and 
compensate for the slow rate at which existing cities are changing today (Vasakronan 2017c), if not all 
emissions relating to the project are quantified from a consumption-based perspective, including both 
emissions during construction and afterwards. As expressed in chapter 3.3.2 “Certification systems”, 
some projects only focus on the sustainability of the process instead of the outcome (Wangel et al. 
2016). For the Norra Kymlinge project to achieve its goal of becoming a district at the very forefront in 
urban sustainability, a practical way of making sure that the outcome of the project is a sustainable 
city, is using consumption-based calculation methods.  

 

7.1.3 Variety of housing types and sizes  

A critique towards eco-city projects today is the development of exclusively middle-class housing, 
causing environmental gentrification and further reinforcing the perception of middle-class household 
norms as sustainable (Hagbert 2016; Hult 2017). A suggestion is therefore for the Kymlinge project to 
break this trend and provide housing of varying types and sizes for all socio-economic groups. As in 
Stockholm Royal Seaport a suggestion would be to construct rental apartments and condominiums 
according to a pre-determined ratio, however, to truly provide housing options for all socio-economic 
groups, the prices for both rentals and condominiums would have to be regulated as well.  
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7.1.4 “Hard to do the wrong thing”  

Several sustainability projects today live by the slogan “easy to do the right thing”, and one of the 
objectives for Norra Kymlinge is to design the district “to make it easier to do right rather than wrong 
in terms of sustainable lifestyles” (Vasakronan 2017c, 22). However, forming the built environment so 
that the ‘right’ choices are made easily by the ‘responsible consumer’ is not enough (Hult 2017). “Easy 
to do the right thing” is a good base, but more have to be done to reach sustainable lifestyles (Hagbert 
2017). Organizing a context in which people make decisions to alter people’s behaviour without 
prohibiting any options is by definition a nudge (Thaler and Sunstein 2009, 6). And according to Mols 
et al. (2015) nudges are very limited in securing lasting behaviour changes, and often only have 
modest impacts, or no effect at all. To attain lasting behavioural changes, new norms have to be 
internalised in a person’s social self-concept (Mols et al. 2015). ‘Lifestyle’, peoples’ everyday practices, 
are locked in by social structures, including the physical space in which they take place (Hagbert 2016). 
Thus, our physical space must change to allow for lifestyles to change, and forming the built 
environment so that it becomes easy to do the right thing but the wrong thing is still possible is not 
enough. Therefore, a suggestion for the Norra Kymlinge project is to not only make it easy to do the 
right thing, but also hard to do the wrong thing in terms of sustainable lifestyles. The inspirational 
suggestions below give a few examples of how the physical space can change to allow for lifestyles to 
change, and the usage of cap-systems or green leases, as discussed further down, are examples of 
how the ‘wrong thing’ can become harder to undertake.  

 

7.2 Inspirational Suggestions  
 

7.2.1 Collaborative living  

Implication  
A suggestion for changing the built environment to decrease inhabitants’ emissions of greenhouse 
gases from a consumption perspective, is to provide collaborative living solutions. Collaborative 
housing would as Sundberg (2014) points out provide housing solutions which require less space per 
person, but does not feel crammed in the same way as small apartments might. The lower m2 per 
person combined with energy savings from communal cooking amounted in Färdknäppen to lowered 
emission of greenhouse gases of almost 1 ton per person and year comparing to the average Swede 
(Sundberg 2014). However, as described in chapter 6.2.1 “Färdknäppen”, the building allows for a 
quite luxuriant lifestyle with a rooftop terrace, a private a gym with a sauna and a photo lab 
(Färdknäppen 2017a). Further, the private apartments are not in general small. Optimizing the 
common spaces and lowering the private spaces for each inhabitant would not unlikely result in a 
further decrease of emissions per inhabitant. Sundberg (2014) calculate an emission reduction of a 
little more than 100kg per person and year with an average of 34m2 floor area instead of today’s 50m2 
per inhabitant in Färdknäppen. As Stockholms stad plan to hold a space-efficiency competition in SRS 
(Salmhofer 2017), the Kymlinge project could anticipate this competition and build space-efficient by 
building collaboratively.  

According to Sundberg (2014) and Hagbert (2017), consumerist lifestyles are often not highly valued 
among cohousing residents, and collaborative housing forms provide a good platform for sharing 
resources. Sundberg (2014) estimate a further decrease of emissions of 110kg per person and year in 
Färdknäppen, were the residents to increase their sharing culture. Sundberg (2014) also argues that 
keeping a vegetarian diet would decrease the emissions of almost 800kg per person and year for the 
inhabitants in Färdknäppen, and maintaining a diet may be easier through communal cooking. Further, 
during the workshop held the 21st of April 2017 for this thesis a participant brought up that living and 
eating collaboratively means resources are used more efficiently, for example not every single person 
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in the household goes shopping every week, and maybe laundry is not done with only half-full washing 
machines, these indirect effects of collaborative living may also reduce emissions.  

According to United Minds et al. (2014) and Hagbert (2016) there is today a demand on the market for 
more collaborative living, which has also been identified as a means to meet the housing need and 
economic reality of today (Hindersson 2014). According to Utopia Arkitekter (2017) shared living also 
lowers housing costs. Collaborative living could thus be one way to regulate prices (within the current 
market system) and provide affordable living for different socio-economic groups.  

Utopia Arkitekter (2017) further argue that the layout of their KomBo project allows for building in 
more noise polluted, yet attractive, locations. They also point out that designing collaborative living 
allows for smart solutions to be implemented from the beginning (ibid.). The Kymlinge project could 
draw inspiration from the KomBo project’s sharing solutions such as: clearly separating the common 
and private areas; providing lockable, soundproof bedrooms, installing several smaller refrigerators 
and freezers with pantries; etc.  

Collaborative living is a relevant suggestion for decreasing inhabitants’ greenhouse gas emissions and 
consumption habits through the built environment. However, it is important to note that the 
quantified data presented above are only from specific cases, and cannot be generally applied. 
Further, Hagbert (2017) point out that it is hard to tell for certain if residents in cohouses have a less 
consumption focused lifestyle due to their accommodation, or because they are people who in 
general consume less and therefore go for this kind of accommodation.  

Challenges  
During the writing of this thesis some challenges for building more collaborative housing forms in the 
Kymlinge project were identified. The first being the building regulations today not being adapted for 
collaborative constructions. The KomBo project for example, encountered issues with the 
requirements of every bedroom being its own fire cell, and every apartment providing a parental 
bedroom (Hindersson 2014). For Färdknäppen, designing the private kitchens smaller than regulations 
demanded was an issue (Sundberg 2014).  

Another issue which the KomBo project encountered was that today’s leasing regulations for rental 
apartments demand the lease being linked to one specific individual (Utopia Arkitekter 2017). 
Sundberg (2014) also points out that rental tenure is preferred in cohouses for various reasons, this is 
however an obstacle for cohousing becoming more mainstream since in the current economic system 
rental tenure is less popular among developers. Maximising profit is also harder for the landlord with 
cohouses, since renting e.g. 40m2 private housing plus 20m2 shared space most likely generate less 
profit than purely 60m2 private (ibid.). During the workshop for this thesis the possibility of 
constructing collaborative housing forms which do not consist of rentals was discussed. A perceived 
issue was the durability of such an apartment, and the inflexibility if a buyer is not interested in 
collaborative living. Another participant however replied that most apartments today are renovated 
anyways as soon as they change owner. Decreasing the perceived need for renovation by making the 
apartment flexible from the beginning then became the new topic of discussion. The flexible solutions 
provided by Ikano today (Ikano Bostad 2017), and the construction of apartments with flexible walls in 
the new Tellus Towers (SSM 2017) were brought up as examples and possible solutions for the 
Kymlinge project. However, these flexible solutions were admitted would only decrease the space per 
resident, in contrast to collaborative solutions. The durability and efficiency of flexible solutions have 
not been investigated in this thesis, therefore further investigation is suggested before 
implementation in the project Norra Kymlinge.  

A further issue concerning collaborative living identified by Hagbert (2017) is that the term cohousing 
is hard to relate to in some cases, and Sundberg (2014) note that cohouses are today seen as too 
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alternative for the general public. During the workshop, collaborative living was one of the most 
discussed topics among the participants. Some worried that collaborative living would get in conflict 
with the Swedish ‘culture’ that one does not get to know ones’ neighbours. Participants pointed out 
that already today people fear getting in conflict with ones’ neighbours in the laundry room, etc., but 
living collaboratively one would know the people one is living with, and thus be forced to get into 
conflict with friends, which was believed to be worse. Collaborative living was also compared to living 
in a student dormitory or in a retirement home, and the negative connotations surrounding these 
forms of living. However, the participants also pointed out this comparison was not fair, especially 
considering students living in dormitories usually have no experience living by themselves and taking 
care of themselves, which is a common cause for conflict. Examples of successful collaborative living 
projects which focus on several generations under the same roof, were however discussed in positive 
terms, such as senior citizen homes combined with student dormitories.  

Sundberg (2014) note that there is an interest from construction companies and developers today to 
create sustainable housing, of which cohousing is a good alternative, and therefore suggests that if 
cohousing is promoted as sustainable this may increase the interest for collaborative living. If more 
cohouses are built, the image of cohousing as a too alternative way of living may also decrease (ibid.). 
If collaborative living were to be promoted in Norra Kymlinge, that could be the rise of cohouses in 
other sustainability projects as well, and help reduce the ‘alternative’ image cohousing has today.  

 

7.2.2 Sharing infrastructure  

Implication  
Another suggestion to trough the built environment decrease the inhabitants’ consumption habits is 
to provide for sharing infrastructure, such as common laundry rooms; pools for bicycles, cargo bikes, 
and tools; bicycle kitchens7; reuse rooms; clothing libraries, etc. Allowing for residents to become 
makers and sharers rather than consumers allows them to decrease their resource use (Hult 2017). All 
of this requires space, and the space have to be planned for (Hagbert 2017). Hagbert (2017) argues 
that it is important for property owners to encourage and provide space for small business owners 
who work with circular economic solutions to get established. Since one of the objectives for Norra 
Kymlinge is to design the district “to make it easier to do right rather than wrong in terms of 
sustainable lifestyles”, planning and providing space for circular economy practices fits very well with 
the project objectives.  

Challenges  
Providing space for sharing infrastructure seems like a simple enough solution for a planning projects 
where there is no pre-existing infrastructure to consider. However, Hagbert (2017) points out that for 
many real estate owners the business idea of today is to maximize all rentable space, and allowing 
space for sharing infrastructure does not maximize profit. So, the question arises: who constructs the 
sharing infrastructure, and who gives up rentable space? Hult (2017) argues that public authorities 
play a key role in planning and providing the infrastructure. This however, does not rule out the 
Kymlinge project being in the forefront, making sure sharing infrastructure is planned for from the 

                                                           

 

 

7Workshops where residents can borrow tools to repair their bicycle, and learn from knowledgeable bicycle 
repairers.  
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beginning. After the sharing infrastructure is in place, there is however still the question of who is 
responsible for the maintenance of the infrastructure?  

Another challenge identified is the concern pointed out by Hult (2017), that the small-scale 
interventions sharing infrastructure make up, may become a branding gimmick for ‘sustainable cities’. 
In the same sense as technological advancement define eco-city projects today while still maintaining 
the branding of middle-class household norms as sustainable, there is a risk of sharing infrastructure 
only becoming a buzzword for sustainability, justifying sustainability projects to disregard greater 
changes for socio-environmentally just planning (ibid.).  

Although Hult (2017) argues that leaving the problems of consumption only up to the ‘responsible’ 
consumer is not enough, and advocates sharing infrastructure to promote collaborative consumption. 
She herself admits that collaborative consumption in a way still expects the consumer to take 
responsibility: “it is still up to the citizens themselves to change, volunteer and engage in the 
collaborative practices of sharing, lending, repairing and remaking” (ibid., 125). However, these 
practices encourage individuals to work together collectively, in contrast to the individualized notion 
of the ‘responsible consumer’ (ibid.).  

Naturvårdsverket (2015b) also points out that collaborative consumption is relatively new and both 
the potentials and consequences for the society and individual consumers are today largely unknown. 
Both the environmental, social and economic consequences of collaborative consumption is therefore 
stated to need further investigation, as well as a development of consumer legislation regarding an 
increased commercial and non-commercial exchange between individuals (ibid.).  

 

7.2.3 Green leases  

Implication  
A common practice in offices today to keep down resource use is green leases, where in general the 
landlord provides an environmentally friendly building and the tenant maintains its environmental 
performance. To encourage residents in Norra Kymlinge to reduce their resource use, the landlords 
could provide supplementary green lease agreement to the leases for rental apartments. A suggestion 
for the Kymlinge project would be to draw inspiration from the supplementary green lease agreement 
used in Malmö Greenhouse. These leases mandate the tenants to use technological solutions available 
in the apartments; their balcony to cultivate and participate in common cultivation opportunities; to 
have a low energy consumption; to recycle and produce as little waste as possible; and to reduce their 
car travel in the city (MKB FASTIGHETS AB 2015). Further, electricity, water and waste is individually 
measured (MKB FASTIGHETS AB 2017a). Additionally, measurement and reduction of greenhouse gas 
emissions could be included in the green lease.  

The inclusion in the green lease of the mandate “to use solutions available in the apartments for a 
more sustainable lifestyle” could be used as an incentive for the residents to continue to use e.g. the 
display which shows the individual energy usage, etc. The display could be defined as a form of 
informational nudge, and according to Mols et al. (2015) people fall back into old habits when the 
nudge is no longer present, i.e. when the resident gets so used to the display that they stop looking or 
caring. Including the mandate in the green lease to keep using the information and other tools 
provided by the landlord to live more sustainably could perhaps counteract the “falling back into old 
habits”. Including the mandate “to participate in joint activities” provides the landlord with an 
excellent foundation for educating the residents in sustainable lifestyles, and get feedback on which 
aspects of the build environment could be improved to make living sustainably even easier. Junedahl 
(2013) also suggest holding start-up meetings with the new tenants to inform about sustainable 
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lifestyles practices. This is currently done in SRS, where introductory evenings for new residents are 
held (Salmhofer 2017).  

In Malmö Greenhouse apartments are assigned based on both the number of que-days and the 
interest to participate in the Greenhouse concept (MKB FASTIGHETS AB 2017c). Thus, only those 
interested in signing the green lease and living accordingly get an apartment. A similar concept is 
suggested by Junedahl (2013) who points out that creating a conceptual residence would attract 
residents willing to live up to the green lease. If green leases are used in the Kymlinge project, and 
interest is used as a basis for assigning apartments, the degree to which those interested already 
sustain a sustainable lifestyle could also be used as a basis. Where apartments are assigned according 
to for example how low greenhouse gas emissions (from a consumption perspective) the residents 
have before they move in. This could perhaps to some degree counteract environmental 
gentrification. Since net income is the main driver in greenhouse gas emissions from Swedish 
households (Andersson 2016). However, further study is needed to determine if such a concept would 
be approved as a ‘couple of additions’ to the que-system in Sweden, as Malmö Greenhous’ process is 
today (Persson Boonkaew 2017).  

Challenges  
A challenge concerning green leases is the incentive for the tenants to sign the supplementary lease. 
In Malmö Greenhouse the argument that the building will be included in research projects is used to 
get the residents to participate in surveys about their lifestyle (MKB FASTIGHETS AB 2015). Since the 
apartments in Malmö Greenhouse are assigned based on the interest to participate in the Greenhouse 
concept (MKB FASTIGHETS AB 2017c), also only those interested in signing the green lease get an 
apartment. Junedahl (2013) suggests providing the tenants with rewards from the landlord, such as 
reduction of rent, to encourage a renewal of the lease every year. However, according to Junedahl 
(2013) any reward exceeding 999SEK per year is regarded as an income by the Swedish Skatteverket. 
For the Norra Kymlinge project incentives for the tenants to sign and maintain the green lease will 
have to be further investigated, as well as possible rewards for encouragement.  

Another challenge is the penalty for breach of contract as well as proof of breach. According to 
Junedahl (2013) a green lease can either be formed to be legally binding or only act as an agreement. 
For a legally binding green lease the tenant can be evicted if the lease is breached, however, proving a 
violation can be hard for the landlord (ibid.). For Malmö Greenhouse’s green lease, the legal actions in 
the case of a violation of the green lease have not yet been investigated (Persson Boonkaew 2017).  
 
A third challenge concerns the effectiveness of individual measurement. As pointed out by Mols et al. 
(2015) informational nudges can backfire. This could be said to be the case with the introduction of 
individual measurement in Stockholm’s poorer areas where resource use went down, but went up 
when introduced in a more affluent area (Hagbert 2017). Therefore, the usage of individual 
measurement and debit in Norra Kymlinge could possibly have different effects depending on the 
inhabitant.  

 

7.2.4 Food production  

Implication  
About a third of the total emissions from household consumption in Sweden derives from production 
and transportation of food (Naturvårdsverket 2016j), especially meat production accounts for a great 
part of the emissions (Carlsson Kanyama 2016; Naturvårdsverket 2017). To decrease these emissions, 
it is today a popular practice in environmentally focused planning projects to allow residents to 
cultivate their own food within the built environment. Private vegetable gardens of only 18,7m2, which 
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is similar in size to the balconies provided in Malmö Greenhouse, has the potential to reduce 
emissions by over 2kg CO2e/kg produced vegetables in California, amounting to a total reduction of 
approximately 100kg per person and year (Cleveland et al. 2017). Although productivity may be lower 
in Sweden, food production has the potential to contribute in reducing emissions. Further, some 
degree of self-sufficiency allows residents to live less consuming lifestyles (Hagbert 2017).  

During the workshop, some planners argued that food production also provides other benefits such as 
a consciousness of the value of food among the residents, reduced food waste, as well as provides 
wellbeing and creates community with other residents within the area. A suggestion for the Kymlinge 
project is therefore to provide the space and infrastructure necessary for cultivation within the urban 
environment. Since the largest contributor to greenhouse gas emissions from food consumption is 
meat, a focus on creating conditions for growing protein rich vegetables (such as peas, beans, lentils, 
etc.), which could work as a supplement to meat, would therefore most likely have the largest effect 
on lowering the inhabitant’s emissions.  

Drawing inspiration from the Swedish eco-cities and research projects studied in this thesis, Norra 
Kymlinge could provide the possibility for residents to cultivate in the courtyards, on the balconies or 
on the roof. If food production is encouraged in Norra Kymlinge, inspiration from Malmö Greenhouse 
which could be used include providing: a conservatory for winter storage, balconies with glassed parts 
for winter cultivation, rooms in each apartment dedicated for cultivation, as well as a water tap on 
each balcony and floor drain. Norra Kymlinge could also use informational nudges, and as in Malmö 
Greenhouse provide education, seminars and workshops on cultivation for the residents. An idea 
inspired by HSB Living Labs could be to introduce hens to the communities, to possibly minimize the 
resident’s food waste. This effect has however not yet been evaluated (Chalmers Tekniska Högskola 
AB 2017). Beekeeping is also a suggested practice (Hagbert 2017).  

Challenges  
To achieve self-sufficiency in food production, 4000m2 of cultivated land is required per person 
(Johansson 2013, see calculations in chapter 5.3.2 “Food production”), and this space is hard to 
allocate in an urban environment. Because of the large emissions food production and consumption 
accounts for, it could be argued even small scale urban food production would lower residents’ 
greenhouse gas emissions noticeably. However, even an 18,7m2 garden per person could be viewed as 
quite a large space in an urban environment, and due to the large space required the question arises: 
could the space be used for something else with an even larger reduction in emissions? Would for 
example using the space for sharing infrastructure be more efficient? Without quantifying the possible 
reductions in emissions from both urban farming and sharing economy the effects are hard to 
compare from a climate perspective.  

Another identified challenge is how to encourage the residents to cultivate? In Malmö Greenhouse 
residents are required to sign the supplementary green lease agreement which mandates the tenants 
to cultivate and participate in cultivation opportunities (MKB FASTIGHETS AB 2017c; MKB FASTIGHETS 
AB 2015). Residents are further encouraged through education, seminars and workshops on 
cultivation (MKB FASTIGHETS AB 2015). However, producing one’s own food is very time consuming, 
and as Hagbert (2017) points out the way the housing market functions today the income from a full-
time job is required to afford living in a central location, and the time required to be self-sufficient is 
perhaps lacking. Would mandating the residents to cultivate then automatically exclude those who 
cannot afford the time, and thus only provide housing for the middle-class? For the Norra Kymlinge 
project not to fall in the trap of environmental gentrification, the project is encouraged to keep an eye 
on what they demand from the residents, and what the residents may be required to give up.  
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7.2.5 Personal measurement  

Implication  
Individual measurement and debit is used in for example both SRS (Stockholms stad 2016b) and 
Malmö Greenhouse (MKB FASTIGHETS AB 2017a). However, only measuring resource consumption 
within the household provides an incomplete understanding of people’s consumption habits and 
misses out on the connections to people’s everyday lives (Hagbert 2017). A suggestion, which other 
planning projects have discussed but not implemented (ibid.), is therefore to measure resource use or 
greenhouse gas emissions per person and year instead of per m2 and year. This could also be argued 
contributing to the United Nations goal to ensure people have relevant information for lifestyles in 
harmony with nature (United Nations 2017c). 

The service Svalna, as described in chapter 5.4.1, can already today provide information about a 
person’s greenhouse gas emissions from a consumption perspective, based on the person’s 
purchases. Svalna is in line with nudging tactics such as displaying energy use and providing 
information. Research has found that a person’s willingness to accept responsibility depends heavily 
on the person’s certainty about other’s acceptance of that responsibility (Thaler and Sunstein 2009). 
Both responsibility and social pressure influence a person’s willingness to for example recycle (ibid.). 
The intent is to develop Svalna so that comparison and competition with friends, the local community 
and one’s own progress is possible, as well as adding data for the participant’s residential type and 
vehicle, with the aim of bringing about more sustainable routines (Andersson 2016). Svalna, or a 
similar tool could be used in Norra Kymlinge, where residents could measure all their everyday life’s 
emissions from a consumption perspective.  

Challenges  
A challenge is however the incentive for inhabitants in Norra Kymlinge to sign up for keeping track of 
their resource use or emissions throughout their everyday life. One solution could be to include the 
measurement as a mandate in a green lease. But would it be ethically correct to mandate that those 
who choose to live in Norra Kymlinge would have to monitor all their everyday activity no matter 
where in the world they went?  

There is also the question of still not getting the whole picture by only measuring resource use or 
emissions from consumption and housing. There are so many dimensions which have to be considered 
in how we view who is responsible of consumption (Hagbert 2017). Further, as Mols et al. (2015) 
writes, informational nudges also risk triggering reactance, causing the opposite of the desirable 
behaviour. As with the challenge of including individual measurement in green leases, there is a risk 
personal measurement of resource use or emissions in Norra Kymlinge also could cause the opposite 
of the desired effect.  

 

7.2.6 Semi self-built apartments  

Implication  
Broer and Titheridge (2010) suggests companies to offer semi-self-built apartments, which could be 
implemented in Norra Kymlinge. The concept entails the construction of the apartments in 
collaboration with the buyer, where the company constructs the shell of walls and floors, but the 
buyer finalizes the apartment themselves. Allowing the future inhabitants to be part in designing their 
home means that what a home entails can be reconceptualised (Hagbert 2017), not all new 
apartments have to look the same and offer the same functions. This would allow for differences in 
behaviour with respect to the home environment (Hagbert 2016), and offer significant potential for 
reducing carbon emissions (Broer and Titheridge 2010). The inhabitants finalizing the apartments 
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themselves also promotes the use of local material (ibid.), which is advocated in the New Urban 
Agenda (United Nations 2017d).  
 
Broer and Titheridge (2010) further suggests companies to offer a framework for the apartments, and 
a tight legal structure that would ensure the apartments fulfil a minimum sustainability and design 
criteria. However, the residents should at the same time feel encouraged to go further than the 
minimum criteria (ibid.). If semi self-built apartments are combined with the measurement of 
emissions per person and year, a cap-system could be introduced, where each inhabitant is given a set 
amount of greenhouse gas emissions they can use each month or year (Hagbert 2017). Within the 
limits of the cap-system the future inhabitants could choose different features for the apartment. 
According to Hagbert (2017) there may not have to be a set of everything in every home, which the 
building industry assumes today. A cap system could assist in dismissing this assumption, and at the 
same time also prevent inhabitants from choosing more of everything (ibid.).  
 
Cohouses in Sweden today are mostly conventional rentals (Sundbert 2014), but having an already 
established process for companies to collaborate with the future inhabitant in designing their 
apartments, would ease the process of constructing collaborative living for those communities 
interested in owning their own cohouses today. About 20 percent of Swedish cohouses today are 
owned by the residents themselves as cooperative rentals (ibid.), and there is a willingness to live with 
others, but those interested feel they have to self-organize to create the alternative, because of the 
lack in mainstream housing options (Hagbert 2016). Not everyone interested however have the 
prerequisites or can be assumed to start constructing collectives (Hagbert 2017). If Norra Kymlinge 
were to provide for households the competence needed to construct cohouses by their own ideas and 
designs, perhaps the number of Swedish inhabitants not only talking about living more collaboratively, 
but actually doing it, would rise.  

Challenges  
A challenge for companies offering semi self-built apartments would be the question of how to engage 
the new residents throughout the whole construction process, since construction processes usually 
take several years. Another challenge would be defining the cap-system and combining it with the 
semi self-built apartments. How are emissions allocated in the cap-system? How would the emissions 
be measured? What would happen if the cap is surpassed? During the workshop, a participant 
suggested making it visible for the resident if the cap is surpassed. For example, if a resident has been 
out shopping, emitting too much greenhouse gases, the electricity or hot water is turned off for the 
remainder of the month. Another suggestion deriving from this was to allow residents to trade 
emission-rights with each other. So that residents who did not use their quota of emissions could sell 
them to their neighbours who might need more that month. Using either a cap and trade system, or 
punishing usage higher than the quota, however both pose the same ethical dilemma as with personal 
measurement.  

 

7.3 Nudging Tactics and Technological Solutions  
Some further nudging tactics and technological solutions encountered during the writing of this thesis, 
which may be of interest in the Norra Kymlinge project, are listed below. Although it is argued 
throughout this thesis that nudging tactics are not enough, as Hagbert (2017) puts it “easy to do the 
right thing” is still a good start. As the saying goes: Many a little makes a mickle.  

Start-up kit  
Junedahl (2013) suggest encouraging resident to a more sustainable lifestyle by providing a start-up kit 
when they move in or sign the green lease. In Malmö Greenhouse, tenants are automatically signed 
up for a free subscription to the building’s electric carpool for five years (MKB FASTIGHETS AB 2017a). 
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Start-up kits could be used in Norra Kymlinge as well to encourage trying out ways of living more 
sustainable. Perhaps seeds to get started with urban farming? A bag of food and recipes for vegan 
dishes? Discounts on train tickets to promote taking the train instead of flying? All ideas promoting 
less consumption and less emissions of greenhouse gases are good ideas from a climate perspective.  

Environmental ambassadors  
Junedahl (2013) also suggests appointing environmental ambassadors for the residential areas to help 
the landlord inform and engage the residents in sustainable lifestyle practices. According to Mols et al. 
(2015) informational nudges can trigger reactance, but peer education programmes are less likely to 
do so, and information from peers is more suitable for bringing about lasting behaviour change. 
Junedahl (2013) suggests the ambassadors are appointed on a voluntary basis and receive education 
to not only inform and provide advice for the other residents, but also to be responsible for organizing 
local groups engaging in different sustainability practices.  

Information spreading  
Although Mols et al. (2015) warn that informational nudges can trigger reactance, Thaler and Sunstein 
(2009) argue information spreading is not to be underestimated and can be a surprisingly strong 
motivation. Ways of spreading information used in SRS are theme-evenings, open house activities and 
introductory evenings for new residents (Salmhofer 2017). In Malmö Greenhouse workshops, 
seminars and education are provided for the tenants (MKB FASTIGHETS AB 2015). Norra Kymlinge 
could also aim to spread information to its residents, but perhaps to others interested in learning 
more about sustainable lifestyle practices as well, by inviting them for open lectures or open house 
activities within the district. Important to minimize the risk of triggering reactance is however to make 
sure the information is both received by those interested in the content, and presented by those 
perceived as peers by the audience (Mols et al. 2015).  

Technological solutions  
Although technological solutions are not enough on their own, and is not suggested as a focus for 
Norra Kymlinge, there is no harm in trying to make the sustainable life easier to achieve for the 
residents, if the technological solutions are proven to have the intended effect. However, whenever 
dealing with technological solutions to behavioural problems, one need to be aware of the potential 
for rebound effects (Andersson 2016). One intriguing solution which could potentially be implemented 
in Norra Kymlinge is the home / away button used in Malmö Greenhouse. The button ought to have 
the same effect as Thaler and Sunstein (2009) argues the plastic room key has in hotel rooms. A 
suggestion is however to test the effectiveness of the home / away button before implementing it on 
a large scale. The same goes for the fresh air closet currently being tested in HSB Living Labs; garbage 
disposers in the sink as in SRS; automated vacuum waste collection systems as in SRS; and the easy 
accessible waste disposal systems as in Malmö Greenhouse, which are all technological solutions that 
could potentially be implemented in Norra Kymlinge.   
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8 Discussion  
 

8.1 Sources and Methods   
Sources used in this thesis mostly consist of peer-reviewed academic reports and data from the 
governmental agencies Naturvårdsverket and SCB. Both the academic reports and information from 
the governmental agencies are deemed credible. Data and information from master theses by 
Junedahl (2013), Sundberg (2014) and Westman (2011) are also used in this thesis. Master theses may 
not be deemed as credible as for example PhD theses, but for the aim and purpose of this master 
thesis, the work by Junedahl (2013), Sundberg (2014) and Westman (2011) are deemed credible 
enough for contributing to the inspirational suggestions. This thesis also makes it clear that the 
calculations by Sundberg (2014) which are used, only applies to the case of Färdknäppen, and cannot 
be made general.  

However, for some information regarding the practical cases, websites and magazine articles are used 
to give a description of the cases. These sources are not deemed as credible as the peer-reviewed 
academic reports, but information from these sources are neither portrayed in this thesis as facts, 
merely used to give a better understanding of the practical cases existing today, and in the cases of 
Stockholm Royal Seaport, Malmö Greenhouse, HSB Living Labs, Färdknäppen and KomBo to provide 
inspiration for the Norra Kymlinge project.  

This thesis is largely based on literature reviews. The method to find literature have been searching 
the sources KTH Primo, Scopus and Google Scholar for scientific reports on the topic and through the 
so called ‘snowball approach’. Some reports and data used in this thesis were not found by myself but 
recommended by my supervisor at KTH, Josefin Wangel, and by Pernilla Hagbert during the interview 
(2017). The usage of the ‘snowball approach’ however resulted in new reports referring to the same 
information as previously studied reports. To break this ‘spiral trend’ a workshop was conducted with 
the employees at Iterio. This resulted in a few new suggestions and new points of views on the already 
proposed inspirational suggestions. However, no new relevant practical cases from other parts of the 
world were ever found. A hope in the beginning of this work was to find relevant projects around the 
world to draw inspiration from, but if there already exist development projects out there which deal 
with built in consumption patterns, and carbon emissions from other lifestyle aspects than 
transportation, these projects are not easy to find.  

 

8.2 Delimitations  
This thesis focuses on sustainability linked to climate effects, other aspects of environmental 
sustainability and the social and economic dimensions of sustainability are addressed to a very limited 
extent. This has resulted in local environmental effects from for example the suggested food 
production remaining unaddressed, as well as social sustainability aspects and the effects local food 
production may have on the existing agricultural system in Sweden today. Neither are the social 
sustainability aspects of for example green leases investigated, only mentioned as a possible solution 
for environmental gentrification. However, rentals based on green leases may not consider for 
example social diversity in other forms. The same goes for the suggestion of personal measurement. 
Further, as mentioned in the beginning of this thesis, other sustainability issues linked to consumption 
such as local environmental degradation in production countries, are not addressed in this thesis. This 
provides the reader with for example an incomplete picture of why it is important to address the 
consumption-based lifestyles of today.  

As Hult (2017, 114) also mentions, “environmental concern is not only carbon reduction and human 
progress is not only GDP growth”. According to Hult (2017) these tools of evaluation provide specific 
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information which today are measures of desirable sustainable development. However, working with 
a consumption perspective only in relation to greenhouse gas emissions risks making carbon reduction 
just another tool of evaluation, possibly resulting in more administrative work without any real effects, 
or only reinforcing the notion of the ‘responsible consumer’. Socio-environmental problems cannot be 
reduced to an issue of only carbon reduction. (ibid.)  
 
 

8.3 Theoretical Framework  
The founding theoretical frameworks for this thesis are nudging and social practice theory (SPT). 
However, these theories are only two theories within an immense scientific field, and although their 
popularity are arguments for presenting them and using them in this thesis, their popularity does not 
make them scientific facts. Therefore, it is worth noting that the usage of other theories may produce 
different results and conclusions from this thesis. For example, an aspect of SPT used in this thesis that 
can be debated is that according to SPT, social needs, including e.g. consumption, are formed and 
maintained by practices (Kuijer 2014). However, if needs are not formed according to SPT, but there 
are instead other driving forces behind consumption, then perhaps changing ‘stuff’ and the built 
environment won’t influence lifestyle to the degree or in the way this thesis promotes.  

Discussing SPT further, Hagbert’s study (2016), indicating a currently existing interest in living less 
resource-intensive lives, is used in this thesis to confirm that the ‘image’ of living more climate friendly 
already exists. If this ‘image’ already exists can however be debated. Hagbert (2016) e.g. states in her 
study that the building industry is unaware of the interest among residents to live smaller, simpler and 
more collaboratively, and that which is perceived as sustainable today within the building industry is 
technology focused. Perhaps then the ‘image’ of living sustainably exists, but what this entails differ 
among people, and only a few perceive the ‘image’ of living more climate friendly as going through 
actual lifestyle changes and living less resource-intensive lives. The KomBo project proves that some in 
the building industry have realized there is an interest in changing lifestyles in order to live more 
sustainably. But if those holding to this ‘image’ are in minority, perhaps changing ‘stuff’, as this thesis 
suggests, will still not have any impact on the practices of the general public?  

However, this thesis assumes the ‘image’ of living less resource-intensive lives does exist, and 
investigates means to change ‘stuff’ within the building sector to meet this ‘image’. But if the ‘skills’ 
needed to bring about a change in practises exist today is deemed being beyond the scope of this 
thesis to investigate. How many of the necessary ‘skills’ are in place today can however be discussed. 
For example, the arguments used in the KomBo project for constructing more collaborative housing 
indicate that ‘skills’ for sharing things are today commonly in place, but, not for housing. Considering 
the demanding green lease used in Malmö Greenhouse, which people are interested and willing to 
sign, indicate there seem to exist a general awareness that we must live less resource consuming in 
order to live more sustainable. However, Malmö Greenhouse’s lease include e.g. mandatory 
participation in educational opportunities, one interpretation of this is that people in general cannot 
be assumed to know how to for example cultivate in the urban landscape. An interpretation of 
Hagbert’s study (2016) is also that people in general are aware of what a sustainable lifestyle may 
entail, but the exact know-how of how to live according to these sustainability principles are lacking 
for the general public. ‘Skills’ thus, cannot be assumed already in place. However, neither can ‘skills’ 
be assumed completely lacking. As Kuijer (2014) puts it, humans and products are mutually reshaped. 
Perhaps it is difficult for the general public to develop the ‘skills’ necessary to change current practices 
without the change in ‘stuff’, and perhaps it is hard to change the ‘stuff’ without the general 
acceptance and the general public having the ‘skills’ required to for example grow food and live 
collaboratively.  

The aim of this thesis is to investigate how the built environment can encourage more sustainable 
consumption patterns, and which practices are suitable to implement in the Norra Kymlinge project. 
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Therefore, how these practices relate to the existing housing stock is not addressed in this thesis. 
However, this thesis assumes that the ‘images’ and ‘skills’ to live more sustainable according to SPT 
already exist, but ‘stuff’ must change to give rise to more sustainable practices. A possible conclusion 
from this assumption could also be that the existing housing stock will have to change as well. Only 
changing the built environment in newly built areas may limit the new sustainable practices to these 
areas, where they may continue to be in minority, and the lifestyles of the few may not compensate 
for the lifestyles of the many. Alterations to the existing housing stock may therefore prove important 
to achieve a change in practices for the general public.  
 
According to Andersson (2016) there is no strong link between people’s greenhouse gas emissions and 
their level of subjective well-being. However, materialist dispositions correlate negatively with 
subjective well-being (ibid.). Those satisfied with less, who also emits less, may therefore be of a 
certain character, whereas those not satisfied with more most likely would not be satisfied with less 
either. Thus, forming the built environment for less consumption focused lifestyles would not attract 
the more materialistic disposed character, and the developer may lose this group of people as 
potential buyers.  

 

8.4 Lifestyle and Responsibility  
Kuijer (2014) discusses who decides what ’good’ and ‘bad’ behaviour constitutes concerning 
interaction-oriented sustainable design, and states that if products are designed to make people save 
resources, this places the designer in an unjustified position of authority over other people’s lives. The 
same question can be posed for ‘sustainable’ behaviour and lifestyles, and if not the planners 
designing the built environment to encourage less resource consuming lifestyles are placing 
themselves in unjustified position of authority? According to Thaler and Sunstein (2009) however, 
there is no such thing as a neutral designer, the designer will therefore intentionally or unintentionally 
always be placed in a position of authority. The question then becomes a discussion of what 
constitutes a sustainable lifestyle, and who should have the authority over other people’s lives to 
encourage this lifestyle? Hult (2017) argues that it is important to continue examining the role 
national governments and local authorities have in promoting urban sustainable development, and 
how issues of social equity and consumption in urban planning practice are being taken responsibility 
for. Hagbert (2016) also points out that there is a roll to fill today as mediator between the special 
interests of e.g. private companies and common social interests. Hult (2017) argues that private 
developers should not be held accountable to the same degree as public authorities, but there is a 
need to investigate how the public sector could put pressure on the private to develop more just 
socio-environmental planning practices.  

In the first phase of the Norra Kymlinge project the issue of the relationship between the built 
environment, with common social interests, and the individually chosen lifestyles is discussed (Urban 
Minds 2016). The summarized project description brings up Swedish governmental reports pointing 
towards the need to work with individual lifestyles in order to achieve the environmental goals. 
However, the description also points out that sustainable lifestyles have been viewed as too politically 
sensitive to be discussed in the context of urban planning, and brings up a quote by George H.W. 
Bush: "The American Way of Life is not up for negotiations. Period." (ibid., 15). There is a perceived 
difficulty discussing sustainable lifestyles in urban development projects in Stockholm as well, but the 
willingness is greater in Sweden and other part of the world compared to the U.S., and there are 
people expressing an interest in living in neighbourhoods offering a sustainable lifestyle (ibid.). As the 
theoretical framework for this thesis shows, there is obviously a need to tackle lifestyle related issues 
in urban planning if we are to achieve current climate goals. But the question of authority and if the 
general public is willing to make actual changes in their lifestyle are still topics that need further 
discussion and study.  
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History also shows us that planners have not always succeeded in predicting how people either want 
to live their lives or are believed should live their lives. For example, planning the city based on private 
car use a few decades ago is completely the opposite of what several planners want today. Today 
walking, biking and public transport are promoted as sustainable modes of transport, and the private 
car is often portrayed as causing different problems. This is also only one example of what planners 
and academics today are depicting as problems from the past that must be dealt with in planning 
today. Therefore, planning for sustainable lifestyles today cannot be guaranteed to not cause 
problems in a few decades that perhaps were not thought of today. If we want to build a truly 
sustainable city today, where the inhabitants can practice sustainable lifestyles, we obviously need to 
see a change from business as usual today. However, in building this sustainable city and these 
sustainable lifestyles, one probably has to learn from mistakes in the past and move in a slower pace 
forward, in order to hopefully discover ones owns mistakes along the way. Hult (2017) also points out 
that it is important to constantly develop and question ideas and practices within planning concerning 
sustainable urban planning.  
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9 Conclusion  
The aim of this thesis has been to through the lens of social practice theory (SPT) investigate how 
planning, and the built environment, can encourage more sustainable lifestyles and consumption 
patterns. The work takes its starting point in the need to address emissions of greenhouse gases from 
lifestyle choices to achieve the environmental and climate goals of today. This thesis has qualitatively 
investigated how the built environment and the home in practice can encourage less greenhouse gas 
emitting consumption patterns, and which practices would be suitable to implement in the project of 
Norra Kymlinge.  

Lifestyle has for this thesis been divided into the three categories: 1) That which planning and the built 
environment can affect but the inhabitants cannot, e.g. material in buildings; 2) That which planning 
and the built environment can create conditions for but the inhabitants must choose to use 
effectively, e.g. public transport; and 3) That which planning and the built environment today is 
presumed cannot affect but the inhabitants can, e.g. consumption of food, furniture, etc. (see chapter 
3.5 “Lifestyle”). This thesis has focused on investigating the third category of lifestyle.  

This thesis finds that in line with the ideas of SPT, the third category of lifestyle can be affected 
through planning and the built environment, and today conditions are being created encouraging 
unsustainable lifestyles. Net income has been found the most important variable explaining 
greenhouse gas emissions from households in Sweden and globally (Andersson 2016; Chancel and 
Piketty 2015), and attempts to internalizing externalities and rely on the ‘responsible consumer’ to 
encourage sustainable lifestyles is not enough (Hagbert 2016; Wiedenhofer et al. 2016). Consumption-
based calculation methods are in general not used in planning projects today (Hult 2017; Wangel 
2013; Wangel et al. 2016). Because of this, unsustainable lifestyles are being encouraged, especially 
middle-class household norms are being reinforced as sustainable (Bradley 2009; Hagbert 2016; Hult 
2017), also reinforcing environmental gentrification (Hult 2017).  

There are today a few existing concepts and practical cases linking the built environment to 
sustainable consumption patterns. Conceptual cases which have been studied in this thesis include: 
collaborative living, sharing infrastructure, self-sufficiency, individual measurements and cap-systems, 
as well as green leases. Practical cases studied in this thesis, which focus on sustainable consumption 
patterns that have been practically implemented today, include: Stockholm Royal Seaport, Malmö 
Greenhouse, HSB Living Labs, the cohouse Färdknäppen (although not established with a sustainability 
focus) and the currently ongoing cohouse project KomBo.  

From the studied conceptual and practical cases, a few insights can be drawn. First, to understand the 
effects planning and the built environment has on residents’ lifestyles and consumption patterns, 
consumption-based calculation methods need to be used. Furthermore, in planning today, resource 
use and emissions of greenhouse gases are often measured per m2 and year, this however provides an 
incomplete account, and misses out on the connections consumption habits have with people’s 
everyday lives (Hagbert 2017). Therefore, personal measurement is suggested: measuring resource 
use or greenhouse gas emissions per person and year instead, from a consumption perspective.  

In order to build environments which encourages sustainable lifestyles and consumption patterns, the 
environment should allow for a variety of lifestyles, and be inclusive to all socio-economic groups. 
Since relying on the ‘responsible consumer’ is not enough, planning could also make it hard to live 
unsustainably. Green leases are suggested as an example to make unsustainable lifestyles harder to 
undertake for residents. Green leases have also been identified as a possible basis for assigning 
apartments to counteract environmental gentrification, where apartments could be assigned 
according to how low greenhouse gas emissions the residents have before they move in, from a 
consumption perspective.  
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Identified built environments which may encourage lifestyles with low emissions include collaborative 
living and sharing infrastructure. Sharing space and stuff uses resources more efficiently, and lowers 
both energy demand and consumption of goods. Planning and providing space for circular economy 
practices within the built environment allows residents to become makers and sharers rather than 
consumers (Hult 2017). Collaborative living forms also provide a good platform for sharing resources, 
and encourages communal cooking which saves energy. There is today a demand for more 
collaborative living (Hagbert 2016; United Minds et al. 2014). Collaborative living has also been 
identified as a solution which meet both the housing needs and economic reality of the current 
market (Hindersson 2014). Since shared living lowers housing costs, collaborative living has further 
been identified as one way to regulate housing prices to provide affordable living for different socio-
economic groups.  

Providing some degree of self-sufficiency within the built environment also allows residents to adopt 
to less consuming lifestyles (Hagbert 2017). Urban food production for example has the potential to 
reduce emissions, and possibly also reduce residents’ food waste. Semi self-built apartments, 
constructing apartments in collaboration with the future residents, also offer potential for reducing 
emissions (Broer and Titheridge 2010), and provides a built environment which allows for a variety of 
lifestyles (Hagbert 2016). Semi self-built apartments could be combined with personal measurement 
to provide a cap-system of emissions, based on which residents could choose different features for 
the apartment (Hagbert 2017), making it hard to build for unsustainable lifestyles. Semi self-built 
apartments as an established process would also offer a simplified process, in comparison to today, 
for communities interested in constructing their own collaborative housing forms.  

Although the suggestions described above have not been quantified in this thesis, analysed studies 
indicate that individually some of the suggestions could contribute to a reductions of greenhouse gas 
emissions ranging from 100kg to 1000kg per person and year. None of the suggestions alone thus 
seem to be enough to reduce the average Swedish emissions from consumption of 7 tons to meet 
current climate goals of 1-2 tons. For a development project such as Norra Kymlinge, aiming towards 
strong sustainability and becoming a “doughnut district”, the greatest climate benefits would 
therefore most likely be gained from a combination of all suggestions: collaborative living, sharing 
infrastructure, green leases, food production, personal measurement, and semi self-built apartments. 
The suggestions are individually further explained, and implemental challenges for Norra Kymlinge 
discussed, in chapter 7 “Suggested Concepts and Inspiration”.  

The work presented in this thesis has focused on the climate effects of Swedish consumption habits 
and how to encourage lower emissions of greenhouse gases. Social and economic dimensions of 
sustainability have only been addressed to a very limited extent, neither has this thesis addressed how 
the suggestions relate to the existing housing stock. Assumptions made in this thesis concerning SPT 
include that the ‘image’ of living more climate friendly already exists, and this thesis only investigates 
means to change ‘stuff’ within the building sector to meet this ‘image’. However, if the ‘image’ 
actually does exist in the general public is not certain. Neither can it be assumed that the ‘skills’ 
needed to bring about a change in practises exist today, nor can it be assumed the ‘skills’ are 
completely lacking. To determine this further study is required. Further study is also suggested 
regarding the role local authorities and national governments have in promoting urban sustainable 
development. As well as if planners designing the built environment to encourage less resource 
consuming lifestyles, are placing themselves in unjustified positions of authority.  

For future research, more quantitative studies are suggested for greenhouse gas emissions from e.g. 
people living collaboratively, engaging in sharing economy practices, producing their own food, 
building their own home, etc. Including the quantitative effects aggregating the different suggestions 
would have on emission reductions. The environmental, social and economic consequences of 
collaborative consumption practices are also suggestions for future research. As well as flexible 
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housing solutions, and its relationship to greenhouse gas emissions. Flexible housing solutions may 
prove a valid alternative for lowering inhabitants’ greenhouse gas emissions, but has not been 
investigated in this thesis. Further, the suggestion of green leases being used as a basis for assigning 
apartments to counteract environmental gentrification is also suggested for future research, since this 
thesis has not analysed the suggestion from various sustainability perspectives.   
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Appendix 1: History of Norra Kymlinge and Previous Plans  

The area Järvafältet was used by the Swedish military until the end of the 1960s, but passed to civilian 
use in 1970. Kymlinge has been part of Sundbyberg city since 1971, and the land has been kept by the 
state through the state company Vasakronan. In 1963, the municipalities Stockholm, Solna and 
Sundbyberg agreed on a cooperation to extend the metro from Stockholm City, and the Regional 
Planning Office created an outline plan where the development of Kymlinge was advocated. When 
Kymlinge became part of Sundbyberg in 1971 the municipality took over the plans for development. It 
was considered that Sundbyberg city had clear intentions of developing the area, and therefore the 
metro line was drawn in an arc between Hallonbergen and Kista, and large parts of the metro station 
in Kymlinge was built. In 1975 Sundbyberg created plans for development of the area, but they were 
never completed. In the mid 1980’s Sundbyberg presented a new development plan with apartments 
and workplaces adjacent to the metro station, but the majority of the municipality’s politicians voted 
to keep Kymlinge a green area. (Sundbybergs stad and Vasakronan 2005)  

In 1997 Vasakronan presented a disposition plan for all of the southeast of Järvafältet, where 
Järvastaden, Stora Ursvik and Kymlinge were presented as three possible urban districts (Sundbybergs 
stad and Vasakronan 2005; Vasakronan 1997). From this plan, the planning of Stora Ursvik and 
Järvastaden commenced in 2001. At the same time, Sundbyberg proposed making Igelbäckens 
dalgång a nature reserve. Before the proposal was adopted, Vasakronan and the city of Sundbyberg 
made an agreement to appoint a working group to investigate the future land use and development of 
the Kymlinge area which was not included in the nature reserve. The result was presented in a report 
in December 2004, after which the collaboration was agreed to continue and resulted in the project 
Nästa Kymlinge. (Sundbybergs stad and Vasakronan 2005)   

The aim of Nästa Kymlinge was to establish an open discussion through an exhibition, which presented 
various directions for development and different visions for the future of Kymlinge. The exhibition was 
held in the fall of 2005 and the material presented contained conceptual and visionary projects, basic 
studies as well as studies carried out by a municipal architect group. The visionary projects had been 
developed by three cross-disciplinary consultant groups, and the basic studies had been carried out by 
architecture students from a master’s program at the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH), held by Lars 
Orrskog and Karin Bradley. The project concluded that several today segregated areas in the outer 
suburbs can be coupled together with the development of Kymlinge, and that in Kymlinge there is 
great potential to create a district which contributes to the development of the whole of Stockholm 
region. (Sundbybergs stad and Vasakronan 2005) In 2006 a development proposal was formed based 
on the viewpoints that had emerged from the Nästa Kymlinge project, proposing both workplaces and 
various activities, which would function as a complement to Kista and the other surrounding areas. 
(Vasakronan 2006) In 2010 the city of Sundbyberg formed a proposal to the public for the 
development of Kymlinge, which included both workplaces, living quarters and a new combined heat 
and power plant (Sundbybergs stad 2010). The plans were however never realized.  
 
A student project from 2011 explores the possibilities to make Kymlinge a car-free district. The project 
proposes both living quarters and premises to encourage small-scale business, where Kymlinge 
functions as a contrast to Kista’s large-scale areas. The neighbourhood is proposed to be easy to move 
around by foot, with a widespread network of pedestrian streets without dead-ends, and a central bus 
and bicycle street to connect the different parts of the area. A rental car pool in connection to the 
highway and a bicycle rental next to the subway station is also included in the proposal. (Westman 
2011)   
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Appendix 2: Interview Questions for Pernilla Hagbert  

Har jag förstått dig rätt i din användning av social practice theory att vi har byggt in oss i sociala 
strukturer som uppmuntrar ett konsumtionsbeteende. Men hemmet (både den byggda miljön och 
psykologiska föreställningen) är ett bra ställe att börja för att bygga oss ur den norm som existerar 
idag och istället uppmuntra mindre klimatpåverkande ’vanor’?:   

“this thesis emphasizes the role of social practices in reproducing inherently unsustainable financial, 
social, or resource-intensive structures—rather than seeing these as outcomes of poor individual 

choices. The possibility to instead see home as a node for transitions to a low-impact society is 
nonetheless considered dependent both on agency among various actors and on more structural 
change, reconceptualizing homes both in the built reality and in the mind” 

Har du några konkreta exempel på hur man i praktiken kan bygga sådana hem?  

Har du några konkreta exempel på hur man i praktiken kan bygga för att se hemmet som en nod?  

Har jag förstått dig rätt i att det finns en önskan i Sverige om att bo mer miljövänlig, och folk är villiga, 
men byggbranschen har inte hängt med.  

Har jag förstått dig rätt i att ”low consumption lifestyle” inkluderar: mindre, enklare, mer 
kollaborativt?  

Utöver kollaborativt boende och kollaborativ konsumtion, finns det något annat sätt att leva ”low 
consumption lifestyle”?  

Har du någon beskrivning av hur de bodde och levde, de som du intervjuade som själva åtagit sig att 
leva med så low consuming lifestyle som möjligt (Study 3, Alingsås)?  

Känner du till någon studie som kvantifierat low consuming lifestyle och uppmätt effekterna?  

Känner du till några byggprojekt (företag) i världen som har riktat in sig på just de här sätten att leva 
och att få folk att bo med en så låg low consuming lifestyle som möjligt?  

Finns det något du skulle vilja rekommendera Vasakronan att betänka om de vill bli världens mest 
miljövänliga stadsdel idag, där alla invånarna ska kunna leva miljövänligt oavsett tidigare 
levnadsvanor?  
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Appendix 3: Interview Questions for Christina Salmhofer  

Vad gör ni för att uppnå mottot ”Lätt att göra rätt”? (sopsug, bra energiklassning på vitvaror, 
cykelparkeringar)  

På vilka andra sätt tycker du att Norra Djurgårdsstaden uppmuntrar till kanske mer miljövänliga 
livsstilar, till skillnad från Stockholms stad i övrigt?  

Har du hört talas om konceptet Nudging? Är det något ni använder er av? Några konkreta exempel?  

Ställer ni några krav på storlek på lägenheterna som byggs, layout eller upplåtelseform?  

Hur stora är lägenheterna normalt sett som byggs, kvm för en 1:a, 2:a, 3:a? Vilka byggs det mest av?  

Byggs det gemensamma tvättstugor eller förbereds alla lägenheter för egen tvättmaskin, mm?  

Byggs det några andra gemensamma utrymmen i bostadsrättsbyggnaderna, eller förbereds utrymmen 
för gemensamhetsaktiviteter för boende i BRF?  

Byggs det några föreningslokaler i bostadsrättsbyggnaderna, eller några utrymmen för 
gemensamma ”redskap” och delade prylar?  

Byggs det några gemensamma utrymmen i hyresrättsbyggnaderna (utöver tvättstuga), eller förbereds 
utrymmen för gemensamhetsaktiviteter för hyresgästerna?  

Byggs det några föreningslokaler i hyresrättsbyggnaderna, eller några utrymmen för 
gemensamma ”redskap” och delade prylar?  

Förbereds det några utrymmen på andra sätt för föreningsverksamheter inom NDS? Var och hur?  

Förbereds det några utrymmen på andra sätt för t.ex. klädbibliotek, verktygspooler, cykelkök, mm? 
Var och hur?  

Förespråkas bilpooler inom stadsdelen? På vilket sätt?  
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